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by Graeme Wilson
In a striking show of opposition
lo education cuts and possible
l?ans schemes, over 6,000 university students from all over Scotland converged on Edinburgh for
Thursday 's march and rally forming the biggest student
demonstration Scotland has ever

seen.

Between 1,500 and 2,000 students from E dinburgh University
took part , and after congregating
under the Student Centre dome,
~hey.made their way to the NUS
~lying point at Regent Terrace.
e processio n down the Bridges
was notable for its disciplined
order, with only a few "radicals"
daring to cross the road before
~ach_ing the pedestrian crossing.
esp1te the damp and chilly
!::ther, E dinburgh's contingent

was in good spirits, yet these were
boosted further by the sight of the
party awaiting them at Regent
Terrace, which seemed to include
students and banners from every
higher educational institution in
Scotland .
As EUSA and NUS banners
merged so the atmosphere of the
crowd built up , helped in no small
part by the occasional blast of a
hunting horn and various chants .
After a couple of false alarms,
"The March", complete with bagpipe rs at its head , began weaving
its way past the Crown Office
buildings , St Andrews House , and
then down ihe slight slope of
Waterloo Place onto Prices Street
- and the unsuspecting public.
The stude nts occupied the lefthand side of the road and set
about leafletting pedestrians , as

well a·s the drivers of the cars
which had been brought to ·a
standstill on the other side of the
road. Spotted among these stationary vehicles was a mini-bus from
Queen 's U niversity , Belfast,
whose occupants were reputedly
in Edinburgh on a " rag-raid", and
fraternal greetings we re extended
from the marchers to the " raiders" . As progress was slowly made
along Princes Street, the students
we re greeted by a banner proclaiming "NO" to cuts and loans,
which was hung from the top of
the Scott Monument by some of
the more intrepid protesters._
Rel ative normality returned to
Edinburgh's main shopping street
as the march turned up the Mound
and along the George IV Bridge.
The ever-present rain and chilling
"'.ind were forgotten as the par-

Baker's Blow job
Education Secretary Kenneth
8 aker was this week the subject of
b_
tzarre controversy after jt was
revealed in a recent Sunday newsb?er report that he was partial to
blowing up bright yellow inflatae tulips.
w· Not · surprisingly, the Minister
Sas unavailable for comment, but
tudenr can reveal that Maggie's
smuggest Cabinet Minister was
~eported to enjoy pracftsing the
1nky ritual whenever hs: felt the
need to relax.
l' Mr Baker, tipped to be a future
ory leader , originally , k~pt a

green-stemmed plastic floral sex education, and the Minister's
specimen , complete with yellow private staff are reported to have
petals , somewhere within the con- burst into wild laughter when the
fines of his private office. Usually alleged secret was made known .
Lorraine Chapman, from the
ii lay in a floppy state in a forgotten corner awaiting the moment Minister's press office, confirmed
when it would be called into ser- that the tulip did , in fact, exist but
said that it had been removed and
vice.
A Whitehall mol e revealed to replaced by a real plant which his
the Observer that Mr Baker had staff clubbed together to buy. Mr
been caught in the act, as it were, Baker, she said , did not appear
of blowing up the plastic tulip , on too upset when news of his secret
his hands and knees in the middle leaked out and said that he felt
qf his office carpet. This appa- " the story had been blown up o ut
rentl y ·came in the wake of a par- of all proportion" .
ticularly stormy meeting about

Photo: Phil Hulme
ticipants joined in with cha nts of
"They say cutback , we say fightback" as well as more colourful
renditiol)s of "Maggie Thatcher's
-War Requieum
got one , Norman Fowler is one".
- Wilfred Owen
Consequently spirits were still
- Mike Harding
high by the time the march
reached the Meadows , and the·
rally.
Here the demonstrators a massed around the platform , and
- The Color of M9ney
much jostling was witnessed as the
-Men
various university and college
banne rs were brought as close to
the front as possible. Unfortunately , the good nature of the
• march so far was partly spoiled
when a television cameraman was
hit by an egg, much to the
annoyance of the NUS officials
present. Most of the students
stayed for all the speakers, yet
their interest seemed only to be
really held by the first couple.
Cathy Finn of the Educational
Institute of Scotland (EIS) gave a
brief but rousing speech, saying
that a loans scheme would destroy
a comprehensive education, as
the less well-off would suffer, and
- Travel Bug goes to India
finished saying the EIS would give
- American Consul
" full backing to your campaign
Interview
. .. we will stand by you". Bob
Thompson , of the National Union
of Public Employees (NUPE)
repeated Mrs Finn 's assertions,
and sa id the members of his
- Table Tennis
union, some of the lowest paid
-Squash
workers , would be the ones to suffer as far as sending their children
to university was concerned , if
loans were introduced.
--Groundling goes senile
Pauline McNei l! , the NUS Pres-
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Protest actioa follows TeYiot murder

Women 'reclaim night' ESCA
Mi~da Chitty
More than 300 women "re·
claimc:d the · qig~t" last Frida)
evening by inarching together,
unafraid, in a torchlight proces·
sion through Edinburgh.
Crying "Wnm"" 'i.,:. Reclaim
the Night" ~.?.~~~~~~~'students
and civilians made their way from
the Meadows to the Cowgate, via
Tollcross, Princes Street and
Chambers Street, to defy the
danger and fear women experience when out alone after dark.
There was a feeling of unity
among the demonstrators. When
at one point five drunken youths,
burling
predictable
abuse,.
ploughed their way into the procession, they were surrounded
and effectively ejected by the
women chanting at them .
The procession received support as well as heckles from pas, sers-by; people stopped their cars
and wound down their windows to
'shout · " encouragement, while
·othe'.rs cheered through the windows of their houses .
The; demonstration was a
women-only event and·some men
were disappointed that they could
not . joiw the women -to: support
their .protest. A spokeswoman for.
EU Womenls Group, one of tl;le
Teviot Union: murder victim last seen here.
organising~odies, explaineq that:
"The ,whaletcpomt o[ ·the march one 11\' l 981, ·but the organisers; student who was found dead in the
was that women should unite to Women Zone bookshop, in con- canal on 22nd January. She is
overcome· their problem , and for junction with EU Women's tllought to have been at Teviot
once walk unafraid in darkness . It Group , the Labour Club and Row Union the night before.
« w;i& notJJfitti:ngi1 for men· \o _tie
Scot\ish Women's Aid, felt that Police are anxious to hear from
..,, • .'there J'; l!Eberenwas, _howe~er , a_ ·. t~i.S protest had been particularly people who witnessed anything
male police escort, which was in successful; with more women suspicious that night. As yet there
fact needed since one young man turning out than had been has been little progress in the
case, though the results of forenhad to be physically prevented expected.
.
.
'from disrupting the march.
Meanw.hile, pohce are still sic evidence have not yet been
,;,.,,,, 'J!wo...sil11ilM lnarnl1es hav!! p.re- "' mves11g.a~1.ng the death of Anne analysed.
·'
viously been heli:r, one in 1978 arid 'B,allantme, the 20-year-old girl
by
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All welcome at relaunched
_Festival Times
·.,n; -.· ,
. Festj'Y,°aJ Tim~ .. -
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raffle
•
raises
£7,500
by Sarah Whithead
The ESCA Grand RafOe took
place last Wednesday in the
Teviot Row Union. Tickets for
the raffle had been sent out to students during the Christmas Vacation, in the hope of raising
thousands of pounds for ESCA
charities.
This was . the first time ESCA
had attempted anything of this
nature and they had taken a great
risk in outlaying the money for the
tickets in December. However,
the gamble paid off and £7 ,625
was raised for ch arity by the raffle. Katie Donnelly, ESCA Publicity Convener, remarked th at " It
was very successful both financially and from the point of view
that it made people more aware
that ESCA exists. "
There were 5 I prizes in all, the
1st prize was a £500 travel voucher, 2nd prize was a champagne
weekend for two at tbe Sheretan
Hotel , 3rd prize was two
Townsend Thorensen tickets for
any continental route . The main
prize winners being Carole
Grieve , K. J. Rhodes , Steve
Stuart and Paul Alexander.
ESCA would like to both thank
everyone who took part and
remind people that fund-raising
does not stop now that the raffle is
over.

Rates rise threat
by Kirsty Cruickshank
Edinburgh University may
have to face even higher bills after
the recent large rates increases in
Edinburgh and Lothian . The collective increase will mean that the
University faces an increase in
ratesof29.25 %. This means a rise
from 14.7p in the pound to 19p, by
next year.
Footman,
University
Ray
Director of Information Services
told Student that the Universities
were "individ ually compensated
for the sum payed out in rates" by
the University Grants Committee
so that the University is not
directly penalised. The "compensation" should be raised therefore

''the inost nately, this ambitious plan fai led .
comprebensive guide to the EdinThe relaunched Festival Times
burgh festiv_al," published by the will be advertising for staff in the
Student P,ubl~tions Board isdefi- first week of next term. Alan
nitely g,~lllY!lld. this year and Young stated that the Publicahopes to hlti3>big seller.
tions Board publishes Festival
The studt:nJ ·TUR • tabloid news- Times to enable students of Edinpaper ,will · be publi.&hed . every,,., burgh University to get some
Wednesday.from AuglJ&~ 12th.for , journalistic experience, and as a
the ,,durl}tion of; the tVst Edin- means of enjoying the Festival burgh Festival.
. "The aim is to involve as many
. Festival Times will con!ain students as possible ."
maioly reviews, plus news and.
Young also stresses that he
featiues covering all aspects of the won't just be looking for fourth
Festival.
.
.
year students with large CV's.
Ne.wly appointed editor Alan " Festival Times is for anyone who
Young, a former editor of Student is interested and applicants will be
and fourth year History and Poli- judged on their merits. "
·- tlc8 studenr, is planning for about
At the moment between two to
250 reviews ,. from the jazz tq the three dozen reviewers plus news/
book .. festi.,,als for each edition :· feature writers, and sub-editors
"It's· nor jllst 'going to be ·an arty are required to work during the
publication ; otiviously we 'want to . festival. Students will receive by Anjali Dholakia
Mr Tom Clarke, Labour's
produce a good.l newspaper that · :m·o ney for·art(cles they have writprovides the most comprehensive ten: ,:what you write you .get paid Shadow Scottish spokesman on
guide to·the Festival. We feel at 25, for. Festiv.al .Times is great fun to education, has said that a future
pence , it will be very good value work for ao~ a great way to get to Scottish Assembly should give
.
· know the Festival. It provides a urgent priority to the question of a
for money. ''
The paper failed to appear dur- real opportunity for students to new admissions procedure for
ing last year's Edinburgh Festival. find out about the City outside of universities.
In a policy document to be
It was decided that in 1?86: that University life, and to broaden
· debated at the Scottish Confer· Festival-Times would be produced their horizons."
as a daily newspaper, rather ,than .. If writing doesn't appeal, sellers ence in Perth on Friday, the
as a magazine a~ had been done will be desperately needed to take Labour Party will call for universities to be "more representative
before. This was primarily the paper to the public.
After his finals, editor Alan of the community", with less
because ·comprehensive coverage
of the .. Fe~tival could then be Young will be working full-time stress being laid on formal entry
guaranteed. ,However, adequate ·oil 'the preparations of the paper. qualifications.
Mr Clarke hailed these proposadvertising for the newspaper was "It is something I'm looking for·
.rrot: achieved anii the cash outlay ·ward to very much, and I hooe als as being both far-reaching and
~came t~ great for puolic~tion that· all of the staff will feel the radical , but there has been a more
to go ~heat! · ·
· ,
same. The students of Edinburg~ cautious response from the uni. · Festival ~mes made a profit the University are capable of provid· versities themselves who claim
. ..year before tis aweekly m!lgazine. ing a comprehensive, interestint that they would result "in an
increase" in the number of univerBut with tl;te.competition.of vari- and well designed publication tc
sity drop-outs who cannot cope
.. pu~ magaz.ines l,ike the · List, a appeal to Edinburgn's Festiva
witli the academic demands of
chaJ\ge of format was wanted to goers , and we hope to show that i1
their courses .
.· .~.---make · the ~aper · selL .- Unfc;i~- August this is tne case."

to deal with the increase but , as
yet, this has not been set.
He implied that the Unive rsity
seems to be mo re worried abo ut
the
pending
"Community
Charge" - which would mean
that to study in Scotland would be
more expensive than anywhe re
else in the British isles since the
Community Charge is only being
introduced here , initially .
It is perhaps felt that this might
deter some Overseas Students
from choosing Scott\sh univer- ·
sities. Overseas students pay
much larger fees than home students and generate a great deal of
inco me for the universities
throughout Britain .

Universities elitist
Mr Clarke also accused existing
university governing bodies of
being "unrepresentative a nd
unaccountable to the general public".
Mr
Richard
Crawford ,
Academic
Registrar
at
Strathclyde University , told The
Scotsman that he resented the
implication
that
university
authorities were remote and unresponsive and said that admission
procedures at Strathclyde are regularly revised and "a lot more
flexible than he would appear to
give us credit for".
Mr Clarke, undeterred by an
unenthusiastic response from the
university authorities, said that
the universities were now "clearly
,inflvenced by a large number of
Thatcherite employees", but that
the proposed La)Jour policy "is so
sensible and decent that we
should have no trouble generating
widespread support for it".

Schools winner
The Bank of Scotia d \
Sc?ools Debating Champio~.
ships, org~msed by Edin.
burgh . Umversity Debates
Committee, have been Won
by Glasgow Academy. The
event, held in Teviot Ro
Union .on Monday evenin;
was iudged by Lionel
Daiches, John Pollock of the
EIS , Willis Pickard , Scottish
editor of the Tim es Educa.
tional Supplement, and Jane
Rogerson , EUSA Debates
Convener. Alan Wilkins, of
Edinburgh's Stewart's/Mel.
ville Coll ege, was named best
speaker.

Flying High
Andrew Sparrow, a second
year student of English Literature , has been appointed as
the new editor of Student in
successio n ot Sally Greig.
Prior to becoming editor,
Andrew was editor of the
Arts pages in the paper.

Secret Society
The Edinburgh University
Labour Club has refused to
allow Student to cover the
selection of its candidates for
the up-co ming May EUSA
elections. Student had sent a
reporter to cover the candidate sel ection on Tuesday
even ng , but on their arrival,
they we re told by Labour
Club ch airperson Caroline
Morgan that the meeting was
"closed", but we could find
out from someone else after·
wards what had transpired in
the "smoke-filled rooms" of
the Chaplain cy Centre.

CO'.'/Tli\'UED FRO\I
PAGE ON(
ident in Scotland , spoke next and
in a long speech stressed. ho•
important it was that studenli
don 't vote for the Governmenl
and persu ade their parents iwt ~
likewise. She also said margin
Conservative seats would bepam:
1
· Publ•
in a n effort to raise
Phleted
.
h roblems
consciousn ess about t e P. and
of education . Andrew Miles h
·
·
k'ng forte
Alastalf Darling, spea 1 ·vely.
Alliance and Labo ur respecu t as
continued this line of argume%
the crowd gradu ally dispersee;kef
The rally ended with asp whO
from Sussex University . n
't un10
explained the problems 1s ted
is experiencing after its pr~t:~cthe
occupation, which has .le .t·ng its
university authorities hm• 1
budget.
r of the
Linda Sharpe, a mernbe and
Scottish NUS Execuuv~~t of
Cathy Presland , Presi~ g the
EUSA , united in hai '~s and
demonstration as a succe ll those
extending their thanks to a rotes1s
who took part. As th~ ~id 1ha'
continue, Miss Preslan s. g sflf'
EUSA will be encouragin the~
dents at Edinburgh to ~·~~y and
1
MP during the Easter ho 'tion 10
to tell him of their opp~s~ strel·
cuts and to loans. She a ~(lo go'
sed how important those upatiiJfl
involv.ed after t~ ~inbur~
were m getting 2,
treets, al"
students out on t~~ s anotbl'
added that there will b~ revitJI
campaign meeting at t wedi¢'
Debating Hall at 2.3o;i" tuden~·
5
day which is open to

e

Aberdeen University faces massive staff cuts

~,e?calypse now in Aberdeen
Aberdeen University has told hohlical implications cif Aberdeen
the University Grants Committee
avmg to try to force through
- which funds all UK universities combulsory sta~ cuts - a first in
_ that it faces "disaster, destruca~bb ~ umversny- which would
tion, doomsday, and compulsory
ba a Y. result in lengthy legal
11 1
sacking of staff'' unless more
"t es ~ith academics who have
money is made available.
. ~~~re . - that is, guaranteed
Jn a letter from the University's J
or hfe.
Court and Senate to . the UGC . Pr~t a press co.nference. at which
chairman , S1r Peter Swinnerton- t /es}o~.McNicol published the
Dyer, Aberdeen Principal Pro- . e~ 0
IS letter, he said that
fessor George McNicol says that
un ess the. UGC made more
it is not clear whether th~ Govern:i~lney avai.lable , "the outcome
ment has faced up to the possible
h. bhe a. ens.is for the university
· · · ·· ·
w ic will virtually destroy our

0

ability to meet our responsibilities
to higher education" .
The latest UGC award gave
Aberdeen a current grant which
represents a £2.5 million cut by
19.89/90. The Principal says that
this will result in a total deficit by
that. academic year of at least £8.5
m1lhon , and perhaps as much as
£13.4 million.
Professor McNicol added that
the U.G C chairman had already
told him that the committee was
not satisfied that Aberdeen
nP.eded more money. The letter

Students not worth £65 pw
by Emma Sin:ipson
·
A demand for £65 a week grants
for all students was raised at the
National Union of Students in
Scotland Annual Conference but
was defeated following strong
opposition from the NUS Scotland Executive.
At the conference in Dunbar
last weekend , the motion was ·p ut
fo rward by Tommy Paton of
Napier College, proposing a campaign for a £65 a week grant with
"no means tests, and a restoration
of all benefits that the Government has " taken away from students" .
The motion was opposed by the
leadership of the NUS because it
was allegedly not realistic enough
and unachievable.
At the vote, the proposals by
the Executive for a minimum payment of £35 a week for all students
and to bring all grants back to
their real 1979 value , was overwhelmingly passed by the Union 's
Conference.
Speaki.ng to Student, Tommy
Paton said: "Student loans is one
of the most radical Government
proposals to be made" , anct" that ·
the "whole system in itself was
unfair ".
He criticised the NUS attitude
to the present grants system and
added that they are standing firm
"mainly because they've had the
policy for so long, and they have
t?e1r speeches ready for the elecllon year".
The two-day conference was
.attended by 150 representatives of

T oo
clever
by half
A Bristo l University student has
been accused of cheating in his
fin al exams because his "first class
results have been too good to be
believed .
Francis Foecke , a 28-year-old
Amen can student at Bristol Unive ~si ty, sat 13 papers in Computer
Science a nd Mathematics - more
than any other student this
decade .
T he university authorities said
that Foecke 's first class results
were too good and could only
have been achieved by seeing the
model answers in advance.
. Since then, Ml Foecke has been
f~ghting the case with the universny authorities in the courts and
has had to sell his house to cover
the lega l costs of barristers and
solicitors.
·
The National Union of Students has announced that it will be
assisting Mr Foecke to help pay
his legal fees. The NUS will~also
be backing Foecke when the~case
goe.s to an Appeal Tribunal df the
Umversity Council - its ruling
body- next month.
·

was a reply to this-it had already
been made clear by the university
that the current levels of funding
would require Aberdeen to cut
150 academic jobs.
Earlier this year, the Principal
had proposed a radical plan for a
io-week university year which
was designed to meet the tough
new financial climate. This was
met with strong opposition from
5tudents and acdemic staff and
has been put on a " back bu~ner"
for the moment - although the
plan has_not been dropped.

Rumours
have no
foundation
by Angela Stuart
Edinburgh University Works
Department has dismissed as

"utter nonsense" the "rumours

·
Re-elected NUS Scotland PreSident Pauline McNeil: "£65 a week won't
1
buy you teeth like mine. "
the NUS's 20,000 membership
which makes up about 86 per cent
of all Scottish students - but not
Edinburgh University's .
During the conference , housing
problems , educational issues, and
various other issues · such as

defence policy were debated.
In addition , Pauline McNeil
was re-elected unopposed for a
second term as President and told
the Union that "activities should
be intensified as an election drew
closer" .

University cuts
threaten
by Roddy McLean
Mr David Bleiman, the Scottish
Regional Officer of the Association of University Teachers
(AUT) ,
has
claimed
th~.t
cuts m university funding could
threaten Government plans for
Scotland's economic reconstruction.
The AUT are seeking a meeting with the Secretary of State
Malcolm Rifkind to discuss the
matter. They want him to challenge the University Grants Committee's funding recommendation
which Mr Sleiman described as a
"threat to the economy and society of all of central, northern and
eastern Scotland" .
According to the AUT, the
real-term cuts in the Scottish universities' budgets would range
from 17 per cent at Dundee and 13
per cent at Aberdeen to a rise on
per cent at Heriot-Watt. The
spokesman also indicated that
Scottish universities had been discriminated against, since Scotland
. will recieve only a 6.1 per cent

pre-inflation increase in cash compared with 10.6 per cent in England.
University research expertise
and the supply of graduates which
are necessary to attract new
investment would , he implied , be
severely weakened if the cuts are
implemented. The Government's
aim
of
reconstructing
the
economy on the basis of new
technologies would "be in shreds
and tatters" . The effect would be
felt hardest in Aberdeen and
Dundee , but even St Andrews
and Edinburgh would be likely tb
"sustain severe damage"The AUT spokesman stated
that the Scottish universities had
lost 11.4 per cent of their full-time
staff since 1981 and that the University Grants Committee was
failing to appreciate the importance of the universities to the
economic and social fabric of their
regions. Mr Bleiman stressed the
need for substantial financial support for all the Scottish universities .

0

that the Adam Ferguson and Wilham Robertson Buildings are collapsing.
Rumours concerning the instability of both buildings have been
circulating for several years on
•account of incidents occurring
specifically in the Adam Ferguson
Building.
Professor Adrian Sinfield
former head of the University'~
Social Policy Department, told
Student that during his tutorials in
the building his door will suddenly
open for no apparent reason at
which he will remark "Oh d~ar
the building's slipped~ bit furthe;
today. " However, he assures Student that his remarks are of an
essentially "flippant" nature and
,not based on actual evidence that
the Adam Ferguson Building is
collapsing.
The Master of Works has attributed the "rumours" to problems
with " high aluminous cement"
which occurred a few years ago o~
a swimming pool roof. He
explained that the cement in the
span beams of the roof became
corrosive in the moist atmos. phere. He added that the structural engineers responsible for the
design of t~e Adam Ferguson
Building are satisfied with the
examination they carried out on
the building four yea rs ago , and
that the Works Department check
the building every year. He says
the rumours have been "greatly
exaggerated in the press" , and
assures Student that "neither the
Adam Ferguson nor William
Robertson Building are about to
fall down this week" .

Students Welcome to

EUROPA
WINE BAR
Infirmary Street
Where else can you enjoy fabuloqs
hot and cold meals from

12 noon-9 p.m.
Alscftry our Sunday Lunches from

12.30-2 p.m.
look out for our-Golden Oldlil
Night.,,,, TUlldly 11111 our
ScmdlyNlght Dlloo

........,...

....,..

OPEN 11 am to 1 am

AIDS
threat·
recedes
by.Joanne Moody
New research has uncovered
informatio·n that may help to settle the fears of the public over the
AIDS virus . The new findings
su~gest . that Edinburgh 's twin
ep1dem1cs - heroin abuse and the
spread of the AIDS virus by
addicts - may have passed their
peaks.
Dr Roy Robertson , and his
team from the Edinburgh Drug
are
the
Addiction
Study,
instigators of the research whose
iindings indicate that virus carriers are not as infectious as previously thought.
. . He has said: "It is an early stage
~n the research , but it is important
m that we are suggesting something quite new about the AIDS
virus- that there may be a period
when infected people are not
infectious."
However, he stressed that there
is no indication that the virus has
gone away and that this is no goahead for partners to have unprotected sex with someone with the
HIV antibody as they may be
infectious at any time.
Statistics for the number of new
heroin users are known to the
researchers and the number of
them infected by the virus form
the basis for the.conclusions.
The figures peil.ked in 1983 with
27 new users , 20 of them infected.
Yet in 1986 there were a mere
three new users , not one of them
infected. There is a clear indication that the epidemi<i's peak in
Edinbu!_gh, from the years 19821984,lias oee itpa sseO;-polnting to
the possible self-limiting nature of
this particular heroin epidemic.
In addition, Dr R obertson said:
"They also show that those who
started taking heroin in 1982 and
1983 seemed lo have a greater risk
of having the HIV antibody than
those starting in later years and
indicate that the spread of HIV
also reached a peak at that time. "
There is still the question of
why , if needle-sharing was still
common, weren't more sexual
and needle contacts of known carriers becoming infected?
Possibilities offered are that
there were times· when the infection was dormant and the carrier
simply was not infectious or
maybe that certain people had an
actual resistance to the infection .
However , a great deal more
research is needed. ·

GRANGE
HANDKNITS
We have the fullest range of
Aran Handknits in town.
Icelandic sweaters in 18 assorted
colours
Sizes from 22" to 46"
all garments are handknitted in
100%Pure Wool
A selection of Mohair Sweaters
available
Call and See Us
you'll be delighted at our

·Quality· Value for Money
• Large Selection
6 Grange Loan Newington
Edinburgh EH9 2NR
031-667 5846
OPEN 9 a,.m.-5.30 p.m.

At an Annual General Meeting
last Wednesday, which alm~t
lived up to the name Bedlam
Theatre, the Edinburgh University Theatre Company approved
by a large majority proposals
which should radicaUy alter the
company's financial footing and
prevent it from being, in Bedlam
President Dave Grey's words, "a
pain in the arse to EUSA" .
The proposals , which were discussed amid an atmsphere of mild
paranoia and confusion rather
than melodrama, were designed
to eliminate perennial problems
which the theatre company has
had with its financial management
and general business efficiency.
These problems had led in previ-·
ous years to EUSA having to step
in and rescue the theatre company
from administrative chaos, and
culminated this year with the
Association Finance Committee
withholding £1 ,600 of the theatre
company's
£2,600
annual
Societies' grant.
The plans set out arrangements
for amalgamating the funds of the
theatre company with those of the
Students' Association , and for
changing completely the way
EUSA fonds the company.
Under the new arrangements,
the theatre company's expenses
will be budgeted for in the same
way as the other narts of the
Association sucll'aS', for example ,
Teviot Ro~ Union. The theatre
company's President and . Business Manager will the n adm1mster
this bu~ge\ . with the help of a .
bookkeeper provided by- EUSA,
and the Association"s financial
systems.
Other benefits claimed for the
new system by its supporters are
,, \h'!-~~~~ \~~?trc:; , !=9f!1Pany will be
able to operate ,an mterest-free
l\iverilfah Jnaenhe so-called setoff agreement EUSA has with the
Bank of Scotland , and that it will
be able to undertake major capital
projects - such as building refurbishments in the same way as ,
other parts '.or· th( ' Students'
Association .
After the proposafs were put to
the meeting, ther were opposed
by Martin Crurti~, a former Bedlam Theatre Pds1d~nt. Defending the plans, the current President Dave Grey , said that "for at
least' ten years we have been a
pain in the arse to EUSA with our
finances .. . we need help". He
argued that the proposals would
" take a lot of weight off' the B~d
lam and would "free the administrator and the business manager
to concentrate on the running of
the -theatre". " Why sho uldn't we

Tattered Rag
Week
ST. ANDREWS: St. Andrews
University Rag Mag has changed
its format this year after last year's
mag was banned for being too
sexist and racist. However 1t
seems St. Andrews students prefer their former controversial format as this year's Rag Mag is not
selling, despite containing articles
by such notable comedians as
their former rector, John Cleese.

Merger ignored
ST. ANDREWS: Student apathy
reared its ugly head in St..
Andrews last week when less than
100 people turned up for their
General Meeting to discuss the
proposed merger of the university
with Dundee University.

All Hull let loose
HULL: Students at Hull expect
"commotion" this Friday when
controversial H arvey Proctor MP
arrives to address a closed meeting. When Mr Proctor spoke at
the University in May 1985

I

STUDENT PRODUCTIONS

Generous Commission awaits
All Ye Who Dare
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Making ends
meet
NEWCASTLE: Newcastle students are staging a cuts campaign
thi s week in respo nse to the axing
of two of their university departments . Over 300 students are
expected to link hands around the
campus buildings to show their
protest at the cutting of their
music and philosophy departments.

Contact:
Loretta Bresciani at Student Offices
or come down to Friday 1 o'clock
..
meetings
L.•• ,----
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by Anjali Dholakia
Mr Christopher Ball, the Government's adviser on polytechnics
and colleges, has proposed a radical new scheme which would
mean that many universities will
Jose their research role.
Addressing a meeting of university and polytechnic administrators in Manchester, Mr Ball
suggested that an elite of 12 universities and possibly some
polytechnics be se!ected to conceniraie on research .

UnOer the current system, the
Umversity Grants Committe ~
(UGC) distributes about £600
million to the un iversities for
salaries , buildings maintenance,
and other o?u ?n?a?d and the
research
councils
distribute
another £600 million between the
universities for research.
Under the new system proposed by Mr Ball , about half the
UGC's money wo uld go to the
research councils who would then
distribute it between the selected
universities.

Tampering Tories
by Gary Duncan
At their Annual General Meeting in Teviot Row Union on Monday evening , the Edinburgh University Conservative Association
elected their new office-bearers
for the coming year.
. new ·r-ory President
.
The
1.s the
con troversial Charles Pridgeon ,

.

Pridgeon had enlisted_the aid.of
non-student Young COnserva!lv_e
members of the club to ensure lus
election victory over opponent
Hilary Andersson . .
In addit ion , Social Secretary
D aniella Gard spoke up at_ a
· 0 f th e. SDP
recent meetm~
t L1bStu·
eral and Labour-domma e

d

Smarming on the right tracks
the figure behind the Scottish dents' l<.epresentative Council, of
South African Union which flop- which she is Welfare Conven_er,
sign
ped ea rlier this year in its efforts and asked for volunteers to
. who
up for "instant " members h1P
to promote the cause of " peaceful
change" in South Africa within could then vote in the elections-:the University , and which pro- presumably in one direction
.
d
a known
an
voked strong o pposition from the particular: Ms Gar was
EU Anti-Apartheid Group, who supporter of Ms Anders~o n , osi·
5
the
claimed that the SSA U was essen- SRC colleague . Ms Gard
tion as Social Secretary 0 b n
tially pro-apartheid.
' Other
new
office-bearers Tory Club has apparently ee
·
" cons11tu·
.
include A lick McWhirter, elected abolished followmg
10
as Vice-President Administra- tional amendments" , according
the new President.
wly
"tion ; Kim Henry , the new ViceSpeaking to Student, the ~e the
President Internal ; and Brian
elected President said tha re
Jones , Vice-President External.
priorities for his term of officet~ve
James Bethell was returned unopthe
Cons_erv~h iS
posed as Secretary, as was James expanding
Association's membership. k for
.uafworthy as Treasurer.
The elections were surround.ed ·would mean a lot of h_ard w~~here
- as is often the case with ·s tudent the committee, he said, bu tive·
· g
politics - with rumours of politi- "were a lot of Conserva.
" wa1un
cal malpractice and gerrymander- minded people out there
ing. Allegations we re rife that to be recruited .

f

SELLERS WANTED

I,

·

WARWICK: Warwick is being
described as a "battleground" of
student violence follow ing two
recent incidents. One one occasion one student was severely
beaten by four supposedly 'non.
students' armed with a metal
crowbar while on another occasion two rival non-student groups.
from Northampton and London ,"
clashed, resulting in the interven.'
tion of police security guards.

'°

MONEY

CONTACT JUNE

·~rofessional ty{Jing

lam cheques. The Bedlam President and EUSA Treasurer
explained that this was a r_eq~ire
ment of the EUSA const1tut1on ,
and that since the money would
affect other parts of the Association, the EUSA fi nancial officers
had to be involved. This did not
satisfy all of the opposition , however. One Bedlam member said
that it ought to be written in blood
- preferably that of EUSA Permanent
Secretary
Charles
Fishburne- that the Association
had to co-sign any and all cheques
drawn up by the Bedlam .
Mr Crume and others then
proposed various amendments to
the proposal document verbally
from the floor , which David Duncan attempted to phrase coherently ·for later incorporation.
After some slight confusion , the
meeting moved to a vote , passing
the proposals by 43 votes to 8,
with one member voting both yes
and no .
The proposals will now go forward tonight to the EUSA
Finance Committee for approval.
If passed , the new system will
come into effect on the I st
August.

COMING TO YOU FROM

YOUR THESIS
IS IMPORTANT

TO ENSURE IT IS
PRESENTED TO
IT'S BEST
,ADVANTAGE

War at Warwick

An end to research?
Bedlam
trust EUSA'!" he askeo "tney are
there to help us ."
Opposing the proposals , Martin Crume said that "it doesn't
mean because I'm speaking
against this that I don 't see positive aspects to it". However, he
said ; these were very major
changes which "need to be drafted
by a lawyer". The proposals , he
said, "are full of loopholes" .
Crume argued that when the Bedlam had a grant it was "free within
it ", but that the new budgeting
method will impose problems
which " have artistic knock-ons".
Crume then proposed that the
proposals be rejected.
The EUSA Treasurer , David
Duncan , a lso spoke, attempting
to reassure his Bedlam audience
that the proposals were not a
threat. "EUSA is not ," he said ,
"some great insect enveloping
things around it. It is quite
amorpho us. " The Association
existed to promote the interests of
its constituent parts, he said.
T here followed some considerable discussion , with concern
bei ng expressed over the fact that
the EUSA Treasurer would
become the co-signatory on Bed-

ITYPING SERVICE
!

thousands
of
stuoents
demonstrated against his right
wing views and he was marched
off the campus. A "repeat perfor.
mance" of this action is expected
on Friday.
·

- - · - - - - - - - - - ----
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The Image Problem
Students have an image probfom. There is no need to
w.orry about ~he octogenarian prejudice that Groundling
d1s~overed this. week (see back page), but it does matter if
ordmary wor~1?g people, without children at university,
have a low op1mon of students. They will only support
if they. fe~I that the existence of people in High~:
Education is valuable to the nation. And they will
I
think that if we think that ourselves.
on Y
As it is, if any "normal" people were let loose on th
U~iversity for ? d?y, the~ would probably come awa;
with very negative 1mpress10ns. Firstly, they would learn
that students, however much they might talk about work
actually did very little of it
di '
•
econ y,
they w~uld learn that, in an institution dedicated to
acade mic ~xcellence, there is very little enthusiasm
show? for mtellectual activity. The only wild pursuit of
learn~ng take~ pla~e on the library stairs every Saturday
mormng at mne o clock. And thirdly they would attack
apathy.

s

S~udent has consistently attacked university cuts ~nd
the idea of student loans, in the belief that people have a
right to Higher Education and that this benefits the
nation. If all students display this self-respect then
ordinary people will support the student cause. 'But if
~tudents are simp!y perceived as idle people, selfmterestedly protectmg their right to drink coffee all day
t~en they will gain no support at all. Nor do they deserv;
to.
·

Keep it up, Baker
It seem s that last Thursday's NUS rally in Edinburgh has
achieved at least one tangible victory. We do not know
whether the Government will be defeated, loans will be
shelved or Aberdeen University saved. But Kenneth
B k
h S
a er, t e ecretary of State for Education, has been
brought to his knees.
Before we congratulate ourselves, perhaps there are
other explanations for his bizarre behaviour reported on
, tl~e front page of Student this week. Is he going liberal? (it
was a yellow inflatable tulip he was seen blowing up). We
know the Tories are trying to attract the green vote, but
.
is this the best way to do it. Personally I feel the
explanation is Freudian. The level of the student grant is
not the only thing the Tories cannot keep up, and Mr
Baker was subconsciously looking for a substitute. He
should try marriage guidance.

;.=:========================:J
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STUDENT
48 Pleasance
Edin. EHS 9TJ
Phone: 558 1117/8 or
667 1011 ext 4496

Loans: in favour
Dear Sir,
Why not a system of student
loans?
It is certainly recognised by
most people in educat ion th at an
alternative met.hod of fundin g is
needed in higher education .
Grants are too low and the vast
majority of students are still financially dependent on their parents,
many of whom resent this and do
not support their children through
higher ed ucation . It is , however,
the form of an alternative method
of funding which is causing controversy , why not a system of student loans?
Opponents of the proposed system of student loans usually
advance two basic arguments: the
seemingly a bhorrent thought of
students leavin g university with a
"mortgage"; and the suggestion
that such a syste m of loans would
prevent the less well-off tak ing up
higher educati on, thus widening
the division between those predominantly middle-class people who
attend university and the smaller
number of working-class students.
The majority of students atte nd

university to gain a skill oi a
degree which will allow them to
get better paid employment (regardless of what may be said
about the availability of jobs, well
paid or not). The person who
gains directly from tertiary educati on is , therefore , the individual
student. ls it not fair , therefore ,
for those who wish to gain from
further educat ion to pay for that
gain ? After all a university education is an eli tist pursuit: on ly a
small proportion of the population has ever been able to take up
the opportunities. Why should the
"man in the street" pay for the 5
per cent of the population to gain
a degree which will en title them to
higher ea rnings while doing little ,
if anything. materi ally for him ?
The gains of the nation as a whole
from further education could be
fully and adequately covered by
th~ Government paying fees.
Thus the education is free , it is
only the cost of living the student
must pay.
The system of student loans
could confer other benefits on the
current education system: the
releasing of funds . which were
paid in grants , to be used to

Sheepshaggers Beware

perhaps cJ1qo' F,,fo take a lo~ r
profile-except maybe on moonlit Pentla nd nights , and in the less
savou ry paragrpahs of th e District
Court reports , For le t no o ne be
mistaken ~ no\)' t6at tli.e .telly's
said they mustn 't make free with
the farmer's daughters, frustrated
farmworkers are going to find
themselves with severa l trousersful of desires left iocryasingly
unsfa ked, and by 'silertl ifhilni'gllts
a stealthy weUy-boot' ITT . t~o, w.ill
be slipped on , and latches lifted ,
and recourse be had to ancient
substitutes.
:.urely J don 't have to ram the
point ho_w,r 109 A'imtiy bu~ f.lwe
1s here, an u,rg~ nt nee~ tQ r11ise
public consCiousness, and ewe,
madam, have the responsibility to
do so. I call too. on the Welfare
Committee
..:._ it' . time for them to
I I 1; ~:J f
sort out tns 1;9,ats from amongst
their memberslieep, and get their
skids on this one-or for some of
thei.r number, perhaps their green
wellingtons.
Y~urs faithfully, .
Michael Upton.

Dear Editor,
Gillian Drummond reports on
your front page this week that
research into AIDS is being conducted by the Department ofYeterinary Med icine and their use of
a sheep virus model for this. r feel
strongly that this raises questions
you should have the frankness to
discuss , for the Veterinary Field
Station is sited on the lands of the
Edinburgh Centre for Rural
Economy, better known as The
Bush. The Bush is an aptl y
shadowy organisation , reputed by
the rural folk of Midlothian to
own at least half the county and
bits of Fife as well. Impending fi scal butchery notwithstanding , it 's

Graphic: Eduardo
gotAll
a lot ofapparently
fields full of sheep.
harml ess be as de~astating too. 'This must
enough, until we come to your necessitate some radical reappraireport , with its undeniable impli- sals by all who move in sheepish
circles. What guidelines are going
cation of AIDS on the hoof some of those winsome littl e to issue from the Dept. of Ag. &
woollybacks out there in the hin- Fish on this one?
Presumably the vets are all in
terland are harbouring the biggest
potential clap attack since Senele . the know, but what of other memwas thunderstruck by Zeus in the bers of the community intimate
nuptial bed - and the results may with the living mutto n, who

Britain Backs Repression

Dear Editor,
be established in Britain and in all
I would like to draw attention to countries which · supply military ,
If you want to get invo lved , come along to the reticence of the Government security and police equipment or
the editorial meeting on Frid~y at I.IS pm concerning the export of various training. What is needed is a new
at the Srudem office ..Otherwise go to one categories of military security legislation to prohibit the transfer
of these section meetings.
.
.
'
.
NEWS
FILM
and pohce equipment , wh ich by of such equipment which can only
Thurs, 1 pm
FEATURES
their nature can be used for tor- be used to violate hum an rights .
MUSIC
WHAT'S ON
ture and repression ; and also over
The British Government has
Wed , I pm
SPORTS
the training by UK companies to not prohibited the manufacture
ARTS
PHOTOGRAPHY
countries with records of murder and export of leg-irons , shackles
Thurs, 1. 15 pm at
GRAPHICS
by government.
and gang-chains , and does not disBannerman 's Pub Fnday, l.30 pm
Surely effective legal and close on what it bases its hum an
administratife safe uards should rights assessments of the receiving

t!S

rRIOAY. .

inc~ease facilities (although it is
perhaps unltkely that the funds
release.d would be kept within
education) ; a growth in the
number of students taking more
career-orientated courses, or at
least a greater degree of foresight
in looking at the prospects of work
afterwards. This may correspond
to a rise iil the number of sponsored places as companies try to
ensure they get the graduates they
want. Thus a better overall matching of job opportunities and qualified graduates may be achieved:
this can only be a positive step.
Other benefits can be envisaged:
loan repayment and for those
employed in worthwhile but low
paid jobs and those studying for
postgraduate
qualifications;
finally , and just as important , a
better
financial
awareness
amongst student s.
Thus a system of student loans,
if implemented well , could confer
many benefits on the ed ucation
sys tem while putting its funding
on a sounder theoretica l basis.
Unless a better alternat ive
method of funding is derived , why
not a system of student loa ns?
Douglas M. Cooper.

countries.
British policy is actively to promote the sale of arms and internal
security equipment to a great
many countries including those
where torture and repression have
·been reported . In this context Britain is.contributing directly to torture and murder and effective
legislation is urgently needed to
put an end to this.
Yours ,
Kale Robinson

Crossword
-Answers
Acr~: 1 Clever,
Mo~e , 8 Converge,

4 Malady, 7
9 Rampart , 12
Gas\ 14 Origin, 15 Bigwig, 16'fie,
18 Evident, 22 Opposite, 23 Bore, 1
24 Plea e. 25_St~es. .
Down: l ·Come about, 'f 'Elder '
wine: 3 Recap; 4 Minor, 5 Leek , 6
Dogma, ao Ma.ine; 11 .'fwine, 12 I
Go without, 13 . Sightless, 17
Impel, '1'9 · Voloo; 20• IDress , 21
._ i]oma:::.:"":": ~,-
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DEATH •• TO FALSE
METAL ....
Since primitive man crawled out of the primeval slime the world
has shaken to the thundering drums, throbbing bass, pulsating
keyboards, capable vocal-chore. handling, and screeching
axework of the phenomenon we call Heavy Metal. Like all
institutions it's so easy to ridicule (viz Spinal Tap, Bad News etc.)
We on the Music Pages refuse to take such an easy option, so
here's your indepth guide to all that is heavy, for all you "kerrangutangs" out there. Let there be rock ...

DEEP PURPLE/BAD COMPANY
Playhouse

MAGNUM/

HEAVY PETTIN'

Just before nine o'clock, five middle-aged
men ambled oWlb-the stage, and for the next
hour and three-quarters treated the packed
house to the very best 'of rock music. Classic
· after cl~i~,ro'Aed pff the Purple machine,
each greeted by shouts of knowledge and
welcome.
Ba~ Company were in fact very good company,
warming up the appreciative crowd and going
down very well indeed. The new songs sounded
fine,butdlve.still got a sott fol' the,oldies-Movin'
On,uFeel Like1 Makin~ llove and Can't Get Enough
- which sounded as fresh as ever - great stuff
indeed .
All this faded before the Purple onslaught, however. With a set based around old songs, they came
away from this gig as CQnquer:ing heroes, with any
doubts about theil; abjljiy to play live laid to rest.
<?peni_ng with the classic Highway Star, other highlights included Strange Kind Of Woman, Child In
Time, Knocking At Your Back Door and inevitably, the definiti~e t®k anthem itself, Smoke On
The Water, each ~g performed under a superb
laser light show, ', ·•1
But a Deep Purple concert is isn 't just about
songs - they often take a back seat to the instrimental passages . Ritchie Blaekman 's adaptation
of Beethoven's Ninth, Difficult To Cure was quite
stunningly, brilliant , Jon Lord's lengthy keyboard
solo never dropped below the superlative and as a
unit they proved themselves to be absolutely peerless. Sure, there was considerable improvisation in
there , but if improvisation sounds this good, then
who cares?
Ritchie Blackmore is god!
Ted Linehan

Playhouse

THE CULT
Playhouse

Having heard The Cult's
current
single,
Love
Removed Machine, I was
more than a little apprehensive about this concert.
Unfortunately most of my
fears were sadly borne out.
The last time I saw tliis band. in
the era of the Love album , everything seemed to be just right. This
time, Ian Ast bury seemed to have
abandoned his Red Indi an imagery and the excellent pop-punk of
She Sells Sanctuary and the like
for something verging into the
,dubious realms of Heavy Metal
As the new album is not yet ou t
many of the songs were heard for
the first time and did not stand up

to the brilliance of the others;
Spiritwalker being the highlight of
the whole thing . Wild Flower was
the only new song which had any
impact personally.
On the plus side Astbury was
relaxed and chatty, making good
use of the stage's two levels
though it was a shame that he has
left off his manic dancing.
The Cult's change of style may
gain them friends but also lose
them some - though the evening
was enjoyable it wouldhave been
better if o lder stuff such as
Dreamtime and Go West has been
played instead of the encore's
heavy rock covers. Hopefully, this
is just a phase and I won't have to
see another of my favourite bands
lose their touch.
LynnMcGurk

It's not often that the support outstrips
the main band, but unfortunately for Magnum this was too much the case. Wandering
in in a borrowed leather jacket and feeling rather doubtful about the risk to my
health from the treat (?) in store, it was
something of a surprise to find that the
appallingly-named Heavy Pettin' were
really not too appalling at all, getting
maximum effect from minimum equipment.
Magnum of course had all the advantages their lightshow was pretty impressive and bits of
the stage kept doing surprising things , but their
music was less than climactic (although l suppose
some of the fans disagreed with me . .. ) . Every
song is written to a standard patterns - all the
necessary thrash and thunder , but with a tedious
'surprise' factor at the end of each and every song
which means that when you think it 's finished it's
not , and when it is , you think there's more.
To be fair, the trol?Jodyte on guitar did prove he
possessed some skill when he swopped his for a
classical one , but perhaps it's time someone told
him that his band are not in fact ZZ Top , nor are
they a group of ex-pat Norwegian trolls.
Nevertheless the fans loved Magnum , a nd were
extremely appreciative (I bear the bruises). No
doubt they were on form, and certainly they excelled in posturing and exhibitionism , but the fact
remains that decibels alone do not ma ke good
Metal.
Jane Bowie

I~ lookknow~lookknow~]
Well, it's the end of term so
you must forgive us our little
indulgences· on the pages this
week. After all we have been
bringing you the best coverage of music around, all term.
Remember the Felt gig, Microdisney, B.A.D., Dave Howard, the Teviot disaster, the
·occasional Jesse Garon piece?
But are we _getting complacent? No even now we are preparing for even greater effort
next term.
As a little taster I miRht just
1mention a few names; Tbe Weather
J'ropbets, Tbe ~Bdwrms, Simply
Red, T/Je Comsat ~· Stump,
Tbe Mls&ion, Spear of ,Destiny,
The Milbty Lemon Drops etc, are
au UllCOIDlllg 11..llite sooa so check
press
for
details.
More

immediately I would urge you to
go along to the The Cavern tonight
to see the Hook 'n' Pull Gang and
see if Andrew Tully's review oflast
week does them justice. Germany's answer to Siouxsie and the
Banshees is probably the cruellest
description I could possibly give
Xmal Deutsch/and but they're at
The Venue on Friday if I haven't
put you off.
Actually writing ·this sort of stuff
is a real soul-destroying job.
~ite the efforts of some very
well-intentioned people (especially
The Venue) the live music scene in
Edinburgh is somewhat dull to say
the least. Originality on the part of
the bands seems to be of a premium. Witness the success of the
Shop Assistants; within months
lbere were legions or imitators,
some or whom even did it rather
better. Similarly the Glasgow

think about funk and American
accents picked up so many bandwagon passengers after the (unde '
served) success of Hipsway and
Love and Money. As for the Jesus
and Mary Chain, well they were
wonderful at the time, but I really

see appalling derivative bands like

Singles:

The Dragsters, the Soup Dragons
and Lip Machine gaining critical

The Go-Betweens: Right Here
Microdisney: Town to Town
Hook ' n ' Pull Gang: Pour It Down

acclaim and being seen as new and
exciting, when all they 're really
doing is rehashing old ideas. It's
no wonder that people are still
relying on old favourites like
Julian Cope, The Fall and The
Smiths to make challenging pop
music.
Anyway sorry about all that
moaning. Hopefully things will
brighten up soon. Meanwhile
here's Amy's list of the better
things of this term.

Xmal Deutschland: Venue, Friday
wish they'd never bothered as
there are so many crass imitators
making hideous noisy records and
getting away with it nowadays.
It is really sad and depressing to

-LPs:
Husker Dii: Warehouse: Songs

Your Throat/Gasoline
Gigs:
Microdisney: Hoochie Coochie
Felt: The Venue
Jesse Garon and the Desperadoes:

Potterrow
Tips for the Top:
The Railway Children
The Hook 'n' Pull Gang
More Fish Please

TV
Coronation St. (still)
A Country Practice
Cheers

and Stories
The Smiths: The World Won't

Listen
Microdisney: Crooked Mile

Anyway, happy holidays and all
that. See you next term.

AP1Y

GEORGIA SATELLITES
Georgia Satellites (Elektra)
What with Th~ Cult and
Th Mission harking back to
ek's roots, this little lot
roe. ht just mak e 1t
. b"1g.
nug
. ·s cranked up Huey Lewis' ·
ThlS I
he used to be, straight from all

as
those Budweiser crack in', bars in

••

••

NGOAARH!

Contributors this week Jane Bowie, Tom Lappin,
Philippa Simms

the good old US of A. A mixture of
k •n• roll and hon~ tonk
~ ed with feeling, which BRIGHTON ROCK
Pa~dn 't stand up to any indepth
Young, Wild and Free (WEA)
woalysis but it's enjoyable for all
an
'
·
h
·
d
Once upon a time in the disthat. Each track 1s c ara~terise
b corrosive vocals a la Bryan
tant land of Canada, there
Jams with typically gutsy rawk
lived five pretty boys. Bored
eetars. Admittedly, there isn't
with the sights and sounds of
g ch diversity between tracks,
:~ I don ' t think there's meant to Ontario, they decided to form
~ and nor do I care. If you like , a band. The boys had no musical ability whatsoever, but
th; Rainmakers' Let My People
they knew that didn't matter.
Go-Go, you 'II j ust lurve this.
Crai McLean
Instead, they all nipped down

•

to their nearest Top Man and
bought themselves some nice
tight trousers, they then got
their mum's to give some
equally nice blonde highlights
and shaggy perms. After
careful consideration they
decided to call themselves
Brighton Rock.

MANOWAR:
Fighting The World (WEA)

H you're not into rock
music you may think it's all
the same, but let me tell you
that it can be very good, and
also very bad. Tesla are very
definitely good. Very good
indeed.

On the cover, volcanos spew
lava, cities burn, eagles wheel in
the sky above. Atop a mountain
stand our heroes - fists raised. No
cliche is left unplundered. What
then is their musical offering?
What is their challenge to the musical establishment? The answer.
None. Instead, we are treated to
something akin to Queen without
the disco beat or AC/DC without
the humour. Stand out tracks are
Blow Your Speakers, Violence and
Bloodshed, Drums of Doom and
Black Wind Fire and Steel - the
latter being particularly notable
for Ross The Boss's screaming
guitar solo.
All in all, they make the millenium seem quite attractive. ''The
time is now! We cannot be stopped! We are riding up, riding hard
on the will of the people. The battle
rages - Choose your side." Music
for the ubermensch.
James Jazz

The album opens with a David
Cassidy clone screeching out the
immortal lines "Turn out the lights
•.•· lets party down, time to show
you're .. young, wild and free. "
(Incidentally I don't think they've
read many Graham Greene
novels.) Anyway, the record goes
from bad to worse, with We Came
To Rock picking up the prize for
the most interminable guitar solo.
But, what do you expect from a
band whose roadies are called
Michael "Come On" Wagener and
. Garry "Gas Em" Frazer. Music to
pick you're nose to.
Caroline Ednie

lOSHIT-HOT
HM BAND NAMES.
1. MEGADEATH
2. FAITHFUL BREATH
3.MRTHUD!
-4. DUMPY'S RUSTY NUTS
5. NASTY SAVAGE
6. MEKONG DELTA
7. THE GRO-MAGS
8.SODOM
9.EZYMEAT
10. KILLER DWARFS

Thrash Metal wouldn't normally stand a hope in hell of
getting anywhere near the charts, but a couple of weeks ago
ANTHRAX crashed into the Top 40 with I Am The Law.
This success ,is probably due not to any musical attractions
.(it's crap), but the fact that it concerns 2000 AD's legendary
hero JUDGE DREDD. And what's this nasty word I hear?
- J UDGE DREDD would never swear. The single is featured on Anthrax's new album Among The LIYing which
also features the track EFILNIKUFESIN (NFL). Quite.
Meanwhile there's an album on the loose by CHAOTIC
DISCORD under the unassuming title of GOAT FUCKIN
VIRGIN KILLERZ FROM HELL
And while 'we're on the subject of bastions of good taste,
SATAN'S DEFLORATION INC. (SDI for short) have a
track on their latest album with the subtle title I WANNA
FUCK YOU.
The prize however goes to San Franciscan band DEATH
Whose debut album SCREAM BLOODY GORE is released
next month. Tracks include INFERNAL DEATH, ZOMBIE RITUAL SACRIFICIAL CUNT, MUTILATION, the
cheeky little TURN TO PIECES and the tear-jerke~ REGVRGJTATED GUTS. Anyone professing to like this stuff:
stand up and be shot! •
Craig McLean
TedLinehan
:.

THE BEASTIE BOYS Licensed to Ill (Def Jam)
The Beastie Boys: sexist,
sick, fast, funny, mornonic
hip-hop - right? Wrong!
Sexist, sick, fast, funny,
moronic METAL!! No sweat,
this is the best rock LP since
No Sleep Ti/ Hammersmith;
until The Cult release their
newie, of course.

Death to False Metal
screams the cover. And why
not? Clad in their leather vestments Manowardeclare holy
war upon the fotrowers of
fashion. Like all prophets
their tales are told against a
background . of apocalyptic
Whereas most metal these days
disaster.
is about as vital as a fart, producer·

Mechanical Resonance
(Geffen)

. The highest compliment I can
pay this album is that it sounds like
· early Van Halen. Each of the
twelve songs is worth its weight in
gold, but if I had to pick out a
couple for extra special recommendation, try Modern Day Cowboy and L ittle S uzi for size.
Another thing that you can't miss
is Jeff Keith's voice - it's thebest
that I've heard in years.
If you like rock music, then buy
this LP, 'cos you won't be disappointed; If not, the odds are you
won't like it. Personally, I think
it's an absolute scorcher, one of
the best out and out rock albums
of the decade.
Ted Linehan

The Go-Betweens: Right Here
(Beggar's Banquet 12'') - "You
say you 're undone by his kiss, but
don 't you think that f.or once in
your life it should be like this?
"The Go-Betweens' Iith single,
and the lyrical charm and pop sensibility remain intact, although
this is perhaps a tiny bit too clean
and commercial to be ranked up
there with such classics as Caule
and Cane, Part Company or
Bachelor Kisses. Nevertheless,
you need look no further for the
best of today's adult pop. It 's
Right Here.
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The Dancing Bears: Got To Get Out
Of Here (Big Noise 7'') - A surprisingly sprightly debut single
from these pub-circuit veterans,
on a brand new independent
label. The A side loses the listener
about half way through in a rather
muddy guitar thrash. but She 's My
Girl is a pleasant little poppy piece
with more than a hint of the ghost
of Orange Juice, only slightly
marred by the cliched lyrics .
The Rose Of A va/1U1Che: Alwl\ys
There (Fire 12") -1987 has been
designated the year of rock's
return , and this Leeds group get in
there early With this Siste~is
sion type nonsense, e en throwing in a tedious rehash of the
Doors' laughable Waiting For The
Sun on the B side. Sounds
described this as "more noisily
, beauteous .than, a111 mu~ , in1.hedinL
with aryoung Jan·e1Fondar.1 ," 'r I \d. " '
rather sleep with Henry Fonda
than hear this again, and yes, I do
know he's dead .

Rick Rubin and .the Beasties have
picked up the old dog and not just
kicked it back into life, but more
like beaten the moth eaten hound
into a leaner, and meaner shape.
For proof I need point no further
than the single Fight For Your
Right, a total megarifT that will
make every ageing mutha in the
land curl up and squeal for mercy.
The Beasties can also teach the old
guard something about lyrics:
Your Pop caught you smoking and
Carnival of Life (3 Craigmillar
he said 'no way'!That hypocrite
Park) - Wa-dirig thrrlugh slnoke "~
smokes two packs a day/Living at
and students. Carnival of Life
home is such a drag/Your Mom
stood humbly before a drowsy
threw away your best porno mag/ audience and began to play. The
You gotta fight for your right - to
vocalist hesitated apologetically,
paaaarteeee!
lacking the1 ll\Ydacity to cut
Whoarrih! The beastie Boys
through powerful guitar. Sadly
know where it's at - if you're
the lyrics (original, freshly mllugoing to be disgusting them you
tive cynicism, not U2 nor love
might as well make it funny. Get ill
gush) remained elusive, straining
in 1987 'cos it's gonna be the year
for recognition , btit invariably
ofrock.
seeping · into ·the SAS' carpet.
Keith Cameron

SCOTTISH

~D~~

ACTION

\9

International AIDS Day and used
primarily for increased AIDS
counselling and facilities in Scotland. Edinburgh District Council
have donated their halls free of
charge , but apart from that, the
whole organisation of events is
being run independently of "official" assistance by R egular Music,
Cut, and other concerned groups.
Details of associated events
_have yet to be confirmed but .will
include special film screenings
and a Texas Club funk night
(Saturday 4th April).
Suzanne Donn

Scottish AIDS Action is
being launched in Edinburgh
on Thursday 2nd April. The
Communards
and
The
Waterboys are playing in the
Usher Hall on that evening
(tickets £10 and £8 from Virgin and Ripping Records),
and later on in the Assembly
Rooms CJ are Grogan will ™; •
the host for a party with special guests like Paul Haig and
Win (tickets £3 from Virgin
and Ripping).

';J

I

If you're gojng to be in Edinburgh on the 2nd April , you coulc;I
do nothing more wo.rtjiwhile thao ,
· shell out on these events, All the
- monc;y ~i~ed :w,ill qe doubled -qy1 , 1

==---F__...___.::l~L.
F I L M .H 0 U S E F
Lothian Rd
2282688
DREAMCHILD
12-13 March ; 3.00
Apparently a sequel to Lewis Carroll's "Alice in Wonderland " Alice is now 80 - an old, nasty
lady different eh!
ALICE DOESN'T LIVE HERE ANY
MORE
12-13 March ; 2.30
Highly emotional film-after her
husband dies Alice Hyatt takes
off with her son to try and
achieve her long time ambition,
becoming a singer.
MEN
12-14 March ; 3.00
A crazy comedy of sexual manners and male double standards.
Here we see men on show :
"warts, flab and all . .. ! "
HANDSWORTH SONGS
12-14 March ; 2.30 (Sat only),
6.00, 8.15
Tracing the history of black
experience in Britain from 1950s
to the recent events in handChilling, horrifying,
sworth.
intense - don't miss it .. .·
HIGH WIND IN JAMAICA
14 March; 2.00
A group of British children are
-captured by pirates but soon
become allies - great adventure
film.
YELLOW EARTH
15-16 March ; 6.45, 8.45
Sh ining photography of near desert Chinese landscape-concerns the relationship between a
soldier and a Ch inese family.
SALVADOR
15-18 March; 2.30 (Wed only)
5.45, 8.15
"Like being kicked in the chest"
' - horrifically realistic portrayal
of events in El Salvador in 1981 .
JAGGEDEDGE
16-17 March; 2.30
For all you whodunnit fans this
sou~d~ alqsig the ~atha Christie · lines - it'll keep you gues. sing right till the end!
THE LEFT HANDED WOMAN
17 M!l{ch ..6JOO, 8.15
A seJ)&f! iQi~very day occurences
in the life of a woman and child at
home.
EL NORTE
1.8f.1arch; 2.15
1
Arms to raise awareness, concern and action for the countries
of Central America and their
people.
ALPINE FIRE
18 March ; 6.00, 8.15
A love story of a kind, set on the
high slopes of a Swiss mountain
- centred on the lives of a close
knit peasant fam ily.
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Home Street, Tollcross
2284141
GOTHIC
3.00, 5.00, 7 .00, 9.00
Seances, spooky creatures, horrific scenes etc, etc.
EVIL DEAD
BLOOD SIMPLE
13march; 11 .15
The titles are pretty self-·
ory - plenty of guts and gore need I say more.
THE RIGHT STUFF
14 March, 11 .1 5
haven't a clue but have heard it's
like 'Top Gun ' with better flying
sequences!
THE DRAUGHTMAN'S CON TRACT
15 March; 3.00
~ Thriller with sexy bits better
than the Sunday afternoon film
• anyday.!

IVI: T H E A T R E
LM

SOCBEDLAMLYCEUM

JU DEX
LAST TANGO IN PARIS
George Square Theatre
Mar 13; 6.45, 8.30
Firstly the tres camp remake of
an old silent thriller about the
pursu it of an evil banker. Filmsoc
cans another steamy session
next
with
Marlon
Brando
involved in an obsessive sexual
relationsh ip with
a young
parisienne.
BLUES BROTHERS
ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS
George Square Theatre
Mar 15; 6.45
Yes, these films have finally
made it through the snowdrifts
(we hope). The trouble is, with
exams on the next day, who
cares? A cult classic followed by
a cult flop.
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229 3030
CASTAWAY
2.00 (not Sun), 5.00, 8.00
I thoroughly enjoyed the book
although they say the film based on what Lucy Irving
experiences on a desert islandis not so hot.
GOLDEN CHILD
2.25, (notSun) 5.25, 8.25
Despite this
rather
weak
storyline it's still in demand well if you fancy seeing Eddy
Murphy being unfunny.
SOUL MAN
2.15, 5:30, 8.30
Meant to be funny but sup 0
posedly the only laughs coincide
w ith the racist comments - give
it a miss.

DOMINION
Newbattle Terrace
447 2660
CROCODILE DUNDEE
2.15, 5.15, 8.15
Not to be confused with that
scrummy cake or the salubrious
place in the nprth . If you don't
know about it yet, god help you!
MONA LISA
2.30, 5.30, 8.30
Bob Hoskins plays pimp to a
beautiful and successful prostitute, Cathy Tyson in a brilliant
underworld drama. How wonderfully concise!
ROOM WITH A VIEW
2.00, 5.00, 8.
Timeless (endless?) reflecti on on
emotions and relationships as
portrayed in the novel by E. M .
Forster.
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Clerk Street
667 7331
THE COLOR OF MONEY
From Fri
Paul Newman and Tom Cruise in
the sequel to 'The Hustler'. Newman portrays a once glorious
pool champ who has sunk i nto
the inevitable debauchery that
this entails. Jealously he tries to
bring new hot stuff Cruise down
to his level.
CROCODILE DUNDEE
2.00, 6.00, 8.25
G'day!
THE FLY
1.55, 4.05, 6.15, 8.35
Wonder at the Pollock-induced
acid puke; marvel at the terrific
transmutation scenes. Sealin k
sick bags available on request
from the 'Stud ent' offices.

C>DEO
On prnduction of matri
formance up to 6 pm for
are no"-s moking.

Morningside Road
332 3980
RELATIVELY SPEAKING
Till 14 march , 7.30 pm
£2.50 )£1.50 students)
From Usher hall Box offi ce.
'By Alan Ayckburn, presented by
Leitheatre. A comedy .

DC> MI
Students pay "(:1.50 for a
Th e only exception is the
onl y non-smoking part of
shut on Sundays.

ASSEMBLY MANDELA

R 0

0
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226 2428
FOCUS ON DANCE
22-29 March
A major new dance project to
watch during the hols. Ph one for
details or pick up a leaflet.
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Clerk Street
667 7331
ROBERT HALPERN
Every Sat. night; 11 .30 pm
Tickets: £2.50
Hypnosis : safter than hash.

Gateway Exchange,
2-4 Abbeymount
661 0982
MERRY ANDREW
18 March, 7.30 pm
£3 (50p)
By Raymond Ross, presented by
Edinburgh Playwrights' Workshop.
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F I LM H
Matin ees cost 75p; early
£1 .50. These t ickets are
mance starts. No conce
you can book these in
cinemas.

Members get in free toa
can be pu rchased in a
w eek and from the Po ·
Pla ce, at t he weekend.

BED LA
All t ickets for lunchtime
you r co nsumption. Me
allows reductions on all
are held every Monday
interested in any aspect

TRAV

ADAM
HOUSE
T H E AT RE

Exclu sive offe r th is yea
wh ich all ows many ben
Sunday performance;£2
before perfo rman~e; .free
theatre clubs in Britain.

L V CEU

They offer a plastic car.
two tickets at concessi ,
mance). Check at box 0

ESCA .

Edinburgh Student Cha
(225 4061 ). Pop into o~r
1 to 2 pm on Tuesday o

TALBOT
GA L L
Old College, South Bridge
6671011
.
Mon -Sat 10-5 pm
Till 11 April
WORKS ON PAPER - alternatively why not go down the pub
and work on a few bottles of
booze - that would probably be
more inspiring anyway.

FRUITMARKET
GALLERY
29 Market Street
225 2383
Tues-Sat 10-5.30 pm
Till 21 march
SALLY FRESHWATER - Paper
and silk constructions, for DIV
kits send a stamped addressed
envelope to ....

R I C H A R D
D E MARCO
17/21 Blackfriars Street.
Art Competition - theme "Garden of Eden ", -your big chance
to win £100 - various judges
including Demarco himself hand in entries to the Gallery by
April 20th.

SNO

d

234 Unibn Street
(opp Playhouse)
Mon -Sat 10-5.30 pm
JAZZ WORKS
---

Students are welcome
Orchestra cone erts at tc
available from 7 pm ea

PORTRAIT
GALLERY

Afternoon shows c
pm) are £2.70.

PORTRAIT GALLERY
Qu een Street
556 8921
Till 21 April
GENIAL COMPANY pity it
wasn't a photo of the guy in the
501 's ad.

·369

GALLERY

233 Cowgate
225 3013
Mon-Sat 10-5.30
7-28 March
PAINTINGS BY BARNARD PLANTEROSE- special guest appearance by the Queen Mother.
I

NATIONAL
GALLERY
The Mound
556 8921
Mon-sat 10-5, Sun 2-3
Till 29 April
ROBERT NANTEUIL

CA M~[

M U S IC UNIVENTS
THUR12MAR MON16MARTHUR12MAR FRl13MAR
THE HOOK 'N' PULL GANG
The Cavern
Eileen McMullen's singing is
attracting a lot of attention. Loud
and heavy, man.
SALEM FOUNDATION
Venue
10pm
A must for all reggae fans who like
their music to have a bit of a political punch (and that doesn't mean
that they play songs about the
SRC). A Birmingham~pased band.
CHAMBER MUSIC CONCERT
St Cecilia's Hall
8 pm; Tickets at door
SIJAK
Preservation Hall
9 pm; Free

ds students can see any per£2'. oo after 6 pm. All cinemas

N
ances in Cinem as 1, 2 and 3.
ing shows in Cinem.a 3-th.e
ing. Incidentally, this place is

SE

shows (Sunday-Frid ay) cost
ble 30 minutes before perfor.n for main evening films but
£2.30. Non-smoking in both

ances. Guest tickets (£1.25)
any Union Sho p duri ng the
dents' Union, 24 Buccleuch
p is on sale at all shows.
s include soup and bread for
, the Bedlam is £2.00, which
edlam Comm ittee meetings
pm in the theatre. Anyone
is always w elcome.

"E

bership : £4 for four years,
include a free ticket to any
ent standby ticket 10 minutes
iTraverse Ba r and many other

'1 which allows you to claim
1£1 off cost of any perforails.

al are in 17/19 Guthrie Street
ime or come down around
al lunchtime gathering .
ire to all Scottish National
all. Tickets cost £2 and are
ening.

THE LARKS
Venue
10pm
Pretty much a ska-based band
who play good, vibrant live gigs,
complete with a brass section. In
other words -you'll have a good
time.
HEADLAMPS
Preservation Hall
9 pm ; Free
PIANO RECITAL
Queen's Hall
7.30 pm ; £1.75
Somebody, doubtless, is playing
the piano.

TUE17MAR

NEW
SCOTLAND COUNTRY
DANCE SOC.
7.30 pm
Beginners - McEwan Hall -for
those with two left feet.
Intermediate
Chaplaincy
Centre
Advanced - Chambers St Bal lroom
Afterwards, social dancing in
McEwan Hall.

EU MODERN DANCE SOC.
ONE STEP BEYOND Bedlam 7.30
From jazz to punk - from High
Kicks to Pirouettes. Tickets at the
door on both nights - £1.50 (£1
for members).

CHRISTIAN UNION
CHAPLAINCY Centre
6.45 pm - Prayer meeting
7.45 pm - Coffee
8.15 pm - " He has Risen" a talk
by Colin Sinclair on the message
of Easter.
EU MODERN DANCE SOC.
'One Step Beyond '
Bedlam, 7.30
Tickets at the Door 8 £1.50 (£1 for
members).

SAT14MAR

TEVIOTROW
THE FLYING DUTCHMAN
·12 midnight.
King's Theatre
THE THANES
7.15 pm; £3-£15
Nicky Tams, Victoria Street
A new production by Scottish
CHAMBERS ST UNION
Free
Opera of Wagner's opera.
KB ENTERTAINMENTS
11 pm
Be cool, listen to the sound of garBMXBANDITS
Happy Hour 7.30-8.30 pm. Disco
1 pm
age psychedelia.
Venue (to be confirmed)
rnd free jukebox. To bars.
KB Coffee Bar
9pm
Mike Hamilton playing classics
A band which "entertain"and
on the acoustic guitar.
don't take themselves too seriBILLY JONES
ously.
Teviot
10 pm; Free
METH SOC
EASY PICKi NS
KB LUNCHTIME TALK
One man and his guitar makes for Preservation Hall
8pm
1.10pm
Methodist
Square
some ace pop/folk.
Nicolson
9 pm; Free
6th Level Common Room
XMAL DEUTSCHLAND
Church .
A typical Prezzie-type band.
Build"The
University's
Old
ALL ABOUT EVE
EATTHE PEACH
ings". Dr Andrew Fraser.
Venue
The Cavern, Cowgate
10pm
A five-piece female pop group.
Xmal are frequently to be heard
EDINBURGH BISEXUAL GROUP
on Peelie's radio show and are
8pm
LABOUR CLUB
" punkish " sounding.
38A Broughton Street
Chaplaincy Centre
LEAPS AND BOUNDS
Lesbian and Gay Responses to
5.15 Pl'Tl
Preservation Hall
SCOTTISH ENSEMBLE
The topic this week is Defence.
Bisexuality.
Queen's Hall; 7.45 pm
£1 after 9.30 pm
There will be a speaker with a dis·
£4-£5 (£2/£3)
PETER KING/
cussion afterwards.
An all Mozart programme .
LOUIS STEWART QUARTET
Queen's Hall ; 9.30 pm
Fab alto saxophonist then a top- HOWARD JONES
flight jazz 9uitarist and his band.
STUDENT MEAL
Playhouse
7.30 pm ; £5, £6
Traverse Restaurant
SNO
GREEN BANANA CLUB
Howie's
music
is
generally
okay,
13 March
Usher Hall
but it's a pity he hasn't developed Sign up now or forever hold your 8pm-1 am
·
7.30 pm; £2-£8
Happy Hour 8 . 39.:9 . 3~, ~( Bring
Bax's November Woods. French his background whining into sing- peace.
your own recoros. '
pianist Bernard d'Ascoli also ing, so that his lyrics could actually
be understood for once. Synths CHAMBERS ST UNION
appears.
CHAPLAINCY CENTRE
will resound throughout the 11 pm
· theatre, but have. his female funs Usual disco. Happy Hour 5-7 pm. 1.10pm
Midweek Servicet rllitfe•Road to
FREE JUKE BOX!!!
deserted him?
Emmaus". Rev. enan Bailey.
THECATERAN
Moray House Union
TEVIOT UNION 2 pm
THE GODFATHERS
9 pm; £1 .50
Venue (to be confirmed)
Happy Hour 9-10 pm
WHATS ON STAFF UST
Loud, lively and pretty punky
Music is roughly in the realm of
POWERHOUSE BOOGIE BAND
Fran Hughes, Jo Lurie
The Stones or The Who. A " good " , FRIDAY
NIGHT SATURDAY ALM
Preservation Hall
THEATRE
Lorna Henderson
NORNING
band.
£1 after9 pm
EXHIBIS
Sandra Catto
8 pm-1 am
How I hate to label bands when
UNIVENTS
Linda Kerr.
DRIVING SIDEWAYS
Potterrow
bands themselves don't like it, so
Sandra Catto
Happy Hour 8.30-9.30 pm
Cavern
I'll let the PBB go free!
MUSIC
Ralph Hasselgren
Blues/rock. Perhaps more rock
PICCOLO PACK
tban jazz - good for a boogie.
HISTORY DEPT.
L~rna " I'd just like to take this
Queens Hall
"The
lrishness
of
Scott opportunity to say goodbye after
11 am ; £2 from Ticket Centre,
Dudley many years of service" HenderFitzgerald".
Owen
MARRIAGE OF FIGARO
Waverley Bridge.
Edwards speaking. All welcome. son.
King 's Theatre
A session with the SCO
7.15 pm; £3-£15
•
EDINBURGH BACH CHOIR
One of Mozart's best, performed
Queen's Hall ; 7.45 pm
by Scottish Opera.
•£3.501£2)
DEP EDINBURGH-WATERLOO-PLACE 2215
An evening of Bach's wonderful EDINBURGH QUARTER
DEP. LONDON- TRAVELLERS CHECK-I NN WOODBURN
music.
PLACE 2215
Queen's Hall
sco
7.45 pm ; £2.75, £4
NIGHTLY SERVICE
Usher Hall
7.45 pm; £3.50-£9
EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY
TO
Haydn's Creation (in German). RENAISSANCE SINGERS
ONL y £14.00 RETURN £8.00 SINGLE
with the Scottish Philharmonic St Stephen 's Church ; 8 pm
Singe'rs.
ALSO NEWCASTLE £6.00 RET. £3.50 SINGLE
£2.50 (£1)
LEEDS/DONCASTER £10.00 RET. £6.00 SINGLE
Yet another term draws to an en.d
BLUE FINGER
and so the controversial music
The Cavern, Cowgate
column too must do the same.
A blues/rock band.
~R CONTACT YOUR STUDENT TRAVEL CENTRE

FR113MAR

SUN15MAR

TUE17MAR

WED18MAR

.

FR113MAR

WED18MAR

SAT14MAR

"'

CHIEFTAIN EXPRESS TRAVEL

EDINBURGH

LONDON

031- 443 2284

SUN15MAR
' GO WEST
Playhouse
Sorry to be the bearer of bad
news', but this synth duo are postponed to 18 June.
HEAD FULL OF STEAM
The Cavern, Cowgate
.
,
.A Sunday night club which, I m
told, is pretty good.
TAM WHITE AND THE DEXTERS
Preservation Hall
£1after9 pm
A rhythm and blues band

LATERON . . .
In Edinburgh over the hols? Watch
out for the Scottish AIDS Action
Gala Concert at the Usher Hall on 2
April . The Waterboys and Love
and Money have already promised their talent.
Courtney Pine Quartet play
Queen's Hall, 6 April.
Spear of Destiny at the Playhouse
April 10.
Next term : The Mighty Lemon
Drops at Coasters April 23; The
Pretenders at the Playhouse 17
May. Gettickets now!

S'bound
EDINBURGH
Dep
BERWICK ON TWEED
NEWCASTLE
LEEDS
DONCASTER
TODDINGTON
Arr.
LONDON

2215
2330
0035
0215
0345
0555
0700

arr.

N"g~~nd
0300
0130

WATERLOOPLACE
JETSTATION(Bridge)
HAYMARKETBUSSTATION
Outside DUKE ST. BUS STAT.
SOUTHERN BUS STATION

~m

RUSSELLSOUARE

0545

0440

dep.

Child's Fare Conversio'! Table .

(2 50
(4.00
c5·00
cs·oo

Child fare ts
( 1.75
(2.75
£3.50
£5.50

mgg
£22.00

(10.00
( 14.00

Where Adult fare is

£9.00(~r£9.50)

~~·gg
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CLASSICAL

the end showed that they were
indeed moved.
The chorus , after a somewhat
hesitant beginning to the Requiem

Agnus Dei was haunting and
throught-provoking, with very
good balance - the tenor (Neil
MacK.ie) did not outshine the

and the symphony orchestra were
equally good apart from one part
of the Recordare where the
chorus' musical line was lost

WAR REQUIEM
Usher Hall;,Stl;t Mar.
Britten ' ~;d fo~ ti.tis work no,t
only (be Latin words of the
Requiem Mass1 but also some of
Wilfre~
Owen's poetry, his
experience of the atrocitities of
the First World Wa( . That the
Second World War was no less
horrific is evident in this work,
written for the dedication of
Coventry Cathedral - this city
knows the truth that it is the ordinary people who suffer most in
any war - the young men sent to
Europe to fight the First and those
left at home to fight the Second.
The EUMS Chorus and
Orchestra were joined by Napier
College Choir and the Waverley
Singers in this performance. It is
an intensely moving work, and the
stunned silence of the audience at

DRAMA

Aeternam from the sopranos, sang
very completently, with some outstanding moments . The Dies /rae
in particular was exhilarating and
powerful but still in control. The

chorus, nor was he drowned .
The tenor, along with the
baritone (Stephen Varcoe) were
compactly and sensitively accompanied by the chapter orchestra,

behind them . leaving only the
clipped consonants.
The two male soloists gave a
very straightforward rendition of
the Owen settings initially,

jokes. And , in the usual style of
alternative comedy (with Jasper
C::arrott and Billy Connolly he was

audience groaned in recognition
as he described that feeling you
get when Y?U try and get into bes! ·
after a few pints, the room is spinning, you catch your bed the second time it comes round andfall
into the "whirling pit .. . "

keyboards. His music ranged
from heavy metal (as Sister
Griselda, the Rock 'n Roll Nun)
to gentle Irish airs .

MIKE HARDING
Playhouse; 7th Mar.

The the show has its serious
moments. 'Bombers' moon' is a
song Mike wrote about the death
of his father, who was shot down
whilst flying a Lancaster bomber
in the Second World War. The
audience has to make the transition from sex to sentiment in
about ten seconds. The contrast
made each subject more extreme,
the one coming as a relief to the
other. It worked brilliantly.

Mike Harding is the first to
admit that he's "a bit cracked."
Anyone who is prepared to come
on stage in front of 2500 people
dressed as a condom has got to be.
Most people up here haven't
hea1ll of Mite ' tfa1di11g. lie inr
comedian/musician/best selling
author from Manchester, and
before you tum over the page, not
every Northern comedian is a
· cross l>etwJ:~ll. Be,rnard Manping
and Jimmy Tarbuck. You would
have to go a long way before you
found a one man show with as
much versatility, originality and
pure entenam911mt value as this
one.

..;ilrHfl

He does , of course, tell the
usual round of sex and condom

Caps and Condoms

one of its founders) , he is particularly good at observing the
humour i~ every.day life. The

It took eight roadies two hours
to clear the stage at the end of the
show and you could see why . As
"Sean -Michel Condom" (he is
obsessed with condoms) he conducted a light show which would
hae been envied by the man himself, as well as having four dift'erent guitars and a set of

He is also a talented photographer, and during a musical tribute to the Yorkshire Dales a
selection of photographs from his
best-selling book , Walking the
Dales were projected onto a
scree n behind him , creati ng yet
another atmosphere .
Although he is by no means a
political comedian he feels very
strongly about the state of the
environment and in "Sellafield
Blues", dedicated to the Minister
for the Environment , he showed
his concern for the endangered
countryside he loves so much .
Mike Hardin has an impressive
range of talents and richly
deserves his three encores.
Prue Jeffreys

---,-"':T'--------------------------------------------------l
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HOCUS POCUS/
IN NOMINE PATRJS
Theatre Workshop; 5-7 March
The Annexe Theatre Company's double bill of "Hocus
Pocus" by Ann Marie di Mambro
and "In Nomine Patris" by Paula
MacGee was the most thoughtprovoking show I have seen for a
long time. Both plays look at
modern young people with a
religious vocation and the pressures they face from the people
who are close to them.
The first play portrays the progressive disillusionment of a young
Catholi~ priest, 11s the disparity
between the e;icalted position the
Church holds in people's minds
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and its actual inability to help
them becomes increasingly painful to him. The second shows the
horrified reactions of famly and
friends whe·n the 18-year-old
Clare announces her intention to
become a nun.
These are not in-depth studies
of what it means to have a vocation , but concentrate rather on
attitudes that must be faced by
someone embarking_on religious
· life. In fact , I found the characterisations of a priest and a wouldbe nun 'unconvincing. That we all
have such preconceptions seems

to be of central importance . The
difficulties of coming to terms
with such a huge personal commitment are aggravated by the
fact that you are stepping into a
role which people will react to in
certain ways, regardless of you as
an individual.
Both situations exemplify the
opposition between responsibility
to self and obligation towards
other people - is it selfish to
become a nun or leave the priesthood when it will hurt others so
much? That such strong feelings
should be provoked reveals that

the Church is no longer an
accepted and integrated part of
society, its membe rs are either
revered as superhuma?i or treated
with suspicion as "weirdos". Both
attitudes are exposed as ignorant
and illogical. The pervading sense
of the uselessness of tryi ng to
communicate leaves the protagonists feeling completely isolated ,
imprisoned
in
the
categories imposed upon them.
Excellent use was made of the
stage to create visual parallels between the two plays. Each set was
dominated by a central altar , the
protagonists' confrontations with
plaintiffs punctuated by prayers.
The stark contrast provided by a
solitary kneeling figure and
relaxed
character groupings
emphasised the chasm between
the worlds of Church and laity. In
the first play the priest kneels with
his back to the audience, in the
second,
Clare
faces
the
auditorium, his inversion mirroring his rejecting and her embracing religion .
The relative intimacy of the
Theatre Workshop allows the
audience to share the feeling of
harassment created by focusing
characters around the central
figure . This constant surveillance
illustrates the fact that to accept a
vocation entails renouncing your
position as a private person .
C. Fellows

becomeing more inspired lat
The duet The Next War was cheer.
fully defiant but a note of iroer.
intruded upon this . The Parable~
the Old Men and the Young w
simple and sad , expressing t:s
futility of politics and ma ,e
foolish pride.
ns
The bo~s ' choir (which was in
fact a girls cho1r) and the sopran
soloist (Patricia MacMahon) Wero
both of mixed q.uality. There wa~
no loss ID having gtrls singing
rather than boys, and the posi'.
tioning of the choir, in the circle
produced an effect of angeli~
hosts ; but their _singing, while
good in tone , did not have the
simplicity that is so difficult to
achieve , and arises from minute
precision . The soprano, as well
was not quite simple enough i~
her approach , wi,th a somewhat
over dramatic rendering of the
Dies /rae, in contrast with the
chorus' flowing sweetness.
Katie Alcock

BIRDSONG
Bedlam ; 4th March
Set in a birdcage , the play is
about two male budgerigars and a
female who is forced into their
cage to join them . T he allegory of
freedom , and how essential it is
for the enjoyment of life flows
easily from this setting.
The male budgies (Drew
Bergerson and Will Brooks)
philosophically reassure each
other that the virtues of their safe
cage, with its inexhaustible seed
supply , outweigh those of the out·
side, while the brash and colourful
fema le , played by Debbie Gal·
lacher , argues for the freedom to
" fly high until your chest hurts".
She is the best budgie by a long
way , not just in the obvious
technique of short jerks of the
head to simulate the budgie mus·
ing , but even when ring-a-dingin'
the budgie bell with a black glo~ed
fist (like some fema le associate
Black Panther) chantin ' for free·
dom .
.
Her success as a budgie is

important, as it lifts the play f~
the polemic to allegory.
e
males are too obviously hum~~
and divert the audience's thoug f
0
too rapidly to human dilemmas
freedom (in a 9 to 5 job . · ·to dine
at the Ritz) .
es·
A production of this play nee 0
sarily has to overcome. the tWUS
large difficulties of convincin;ud·
that three human beings are the
gies, and of mainta1mn.g the
interest of the audience. d.unn7 we
0
initial sterile philosophising the
two males which provides h
•
h bras
stark backdrop for t e were
female entrance. Both ho""
almost surmounted on thi.s 5 with
ing , and if fully got to gnhs ctive
would result in a very e · e
piece.
c1ers
Janes SaUP

Owen
Against the
slaughter
It is an appropriate place to
centre a College of Education.
For Craiglockhart is not only a
centre of creativity but also a
centre of healing. Originally a
"health spa" or hydropathic company in the last century, it drew its
health-giving waters from the
springs in the hill above. Then ,
during the First World War it
became a hospital for the care of
shell-shocked officers .
It was here that Owen came in
June 1917, barely six months after
first setting out for France, a commissioned officer with the 5th
Manchesters. He spent four
months at war but only five weeks
actually in the trenches . But the
impact of that experience was colossal. During a successful attack
on the village of Fayet, he was
blown up by a shell and spent several days in a hole with the disembodied remains of a fellowofficer. He came out of this
unhurt but suffering from neurasthenia, or shell-shock, and was
invalided o ut, by stages, to Craiglockhart.
A letter to his mother in February 19 l 7 gives some idea of the
impact of such a war on his mind :
I suppose I can endure co ld ,·
and fatig ue, and the face-to face death , as well as another;
but extra for me there is the
universal pervasion of Ugliness
. the distortion of the dead
.. . the most execrable sights
on earth . In poetry we call
them most glorious. But to sit
with them all day, all night ...
and a week later to come back
and find the m still sitting there,

It is just 70 years this year that
Wilfred Owen , the war poet,
wrote most oUhe po_emsh.usedWby
. min Bntten m 1s
ar
Ben1aem Moreover, Owen wrote
Requt
.
C . I kh
h
poems at
ra1g oc art,
t esepart of Napier College of Scinow
ce and Technology.
enThe War Requiem is a powerful
setting of the La_tin Mass whi_ch
Britten chose to mterweave with
nine of Owen's po~ms after having been comm1ss10ned to comse a work to celebrate the
pobuildingofSt Michael's Cathedrel Coventry. The first perfor~a'nce took place on 30May1962.
Now, 26 years on, there 1s a_nother
historic performance, this last
Sunday in the Usher Hall, when
almost the whole of Napier's
Music Depa rtment, tha t is well
over 70 people , teamed up with
the Edinburgh University Musical
Society, under their conductor
Christopher Bell.
"A chance we couldn't possibly
pass by ," said a senior lecturer
from Napier's Music Department
on Friday. The College bought
Craiglockhart from the Governors of St Andrew's College and
1he Trustees of the Society of the
Sacred Heart in 1985. Soon it will
be the centre of College administration when the Principal, Dr William Turmeau , moves his office
there from Merchiston later this
ear.

EXHI BS

colour and shape . Many early
works emulating the torrid
expressionist style of Munch and
Nolde, whilst later landscapes are
reduced to the block colour of
Rothko, housing a static energy
and almost primitive quality. One
or two works echo the subtlety of
Turner , but the majority have a
much bolder, violent qua lity in
handli ng paint and the directio n
of tine. One could even describe
the works as childlike. Large red
suns e mit bold streaks of black or
red as rays, and still-life subjects
are reduced to flat colours determined by strong black lines.

sent to Craiglockhart by friends
I intent on protecting him from the
consequences of a fiercely antiwar statement he had issued in the
press. For Owen the mee ting was
momentous. Sassoon encouraged
him , · introduced him to literary
friends in London , saw to the initial publishing of his work and
after"his death issued the first collection of his poems in 1920.
Not
surprisingly,
Owen
exploded into creative activity ,
the nightmare experiences of his
war at last surfaci ng in his two
greatest poems, " Anthem for
Doomed Youth" and "The Next
War" . Other poems used by Britten were also wo rked on o r had
their genesis in Edinburgh. The
remainder were written at Scarborough and Ripon in 1918.
Determined to return to France,
Owen's letters in A ugust are full
of sadness based on a certai nty of
impending death. He was killed
on 4 November 1918, a week
before the end of the war, in an
assault on the Oise-Sambre
Canal. News or his deat h reached
his fa mily just an hour before the
signing of the Armistice. He was
o nly 25.

What passing-l;rrfis;.[jwhesen
who die as cattle?
-Only the monstrous anger
of the guns.
Only the stuttering ri'fles 1•
rapid rau/e
Hi 1'
Can patter out their nasty
orisons.

TWENTY FOR TODAY
Stills Gallery

Though a few of the photoJOHN HOUSTON
graphers exhibit fairly conservative work most display talent and
T
albot Rice ; until 4th April
some originality. The portraits are
Watercolour on paper has acernearly all posed shots of the bright
tain shocking vibrancy. Houston
young artistic folk down south
has used this quality of vivid colrather than Sicilian peasants au
our, and in complete contrast
nature/, thus these professional
black and white , exploiting it to
poseurs are able to give as much to
the full. Apart fro m a few early
the picture as the photographer m
works, the majority of paintings
some cases.
are on Japanese paper, which
As in David Buckland's portrait
absorbs the colour totally. The
of "The Puritan" (dancer/pertolours thus bleed into one
former) . The dancer stretches his
It is interest ing to see the inclu- · dangerous beautiful body in its
another and naturally form one
Wtth the paper.
sion of tiny sketches from his post-punk clothing, behind are
Through this exhibition we can notebooks (although their price contrasted two men who must
trace his development in style, range is£150-£400!). These have a have stepped right out of Marks
·
,1rnage
. ry an d technique
- from much more direct freshnes s th an and Spencer's spring cata1ogue.
Birds Over Fields" of 1962, a the larger works and are on the
Alistair Thaine's huge multiple
pseudo-abstracted image that whol e more successful , since they portraits stand out - not just
creates the agitated move ment of are not enlargements of precon- because of their size. Working in
birds emerging fro m a field of ceived ideas.
sepia, he focuses in close, with
corn , to "Self Portrait III " (1986),
This exhibition is the first time every follicle , every capillary in
Where a spectrum of colour is built th at just Houston's watercolours the eyeball apparent . In his
up, each with an identifiabl e posi- have been ex hibited together· dramatic portraits of Kathy Acker
:~~n.
1 of moulding the over- The result is a celebration of (young, black writer) ever pimple
es1zed head.
strength of this medium .
on her glistening , extended tonMu ch o f his work conce ntrate;;
Alison Brown gue is recorded .
Fly Freeman
, ~educing landscape to essential_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _J_.::____======='.:"""--:-:-::-::=:-:-:;:-:-:--;:::--;;::::::-::;--~~~Z--------1, 1- .
manages the Isle Martin and
powerful.
Priest Island Nature Reserves ,
Planterose appears to be obsesP
AINTINGS BY
and has set up a studio. Thus he
sed with a certain type of form PLANTEROSE
devides his time between two
curved and containing various
~Gallery
completely different careers.
sign-ljke configurations of ljnes
~
The strange thing is that despite
and curves. This form he repeats
his involvement with nature he
in a rhythmic fashion all over his
b Plan-t-er_o_s_e_h_a~s-h-ad_a_n_u_n_u_s-ual
t!ckground for an artist. Born in
reacts against the natural world in
ca nvases to hypnotic effect. Since
his art, choosing to deal in a comevery canvas in the first room of
1 ndon in 19li6, he came to Scotband to stu.dy Ecology at Edinpletely abstract visual language.
the exhjbition is covered in this
inurgh University. After gradual·
His paintings in this exhibition are
way , they reinforce one another.
As a adjunct to this economic,
d g he spent his summers as a warfor the most part untitled , thus
pen for the Royal Society for the
there is no clue, visual or otherrhythmic use of form is his limited
Wotection of Birds in Orkney and
wise, as to their content. Rather
range of colours. I found myself
l::dester Ross , and has worked for
one is intended to experience
regarding them as something simiD lnburgh University's Forestry
them immediately, to react to
tar , as powerful visual ima~es
1/Partrnent. However during the
them in their essence as paintings
which nevertheless lack the abihty
inters he painted.
- two dimensional configurato convey more .
he moved with his
tions of form and colour on a canAssunta del Priore
Co I y to Duartbeg on th<;. west
vas . In this sense they are very
ast of Sutherland, where he
Art and Nature

'j
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ra!~centty

ir.

The smell of populism
THE COLOR OF MONEY
ODEON .
Dir: Martin Scorsese
Beware of a film that cannot
'spell colour. While this latest Scorsese production seems to have
everything; a highly acclaimed
director, two successful actors,
and storyline that has already
proved itself, somehow it does not
quite come off.
Even though The Color of
Money has enjoyable parts, it
lacks general cohesion and leaves
no lasting impression. Perhaps
this potentially excellent film is a
victim of 'the box office formula'
apparent in so many recent
releases.
In this long awaited sequel to
the 1961 classic, The Hustler , Paul
Newman is Fast Eddie Felson,
twenty-five years on. He is now a
whisky salesman, who , unable to
stay away from the poolroom,
still manages promising young
players.
.
Tom Cruise is Vince, the
cockey but naive hot-shot who
Felson adopts as his latest protege , intending to educate him in
the ways of the pool-hustler..
Vince proves difficult , his desire
to win provir,ig stronger than his
desire foL:m,or;iey. However, as
they tour the sleazy pool halls of
Chicago, both characters begin to
change. While Vince becomes
wise to the ways of making
money.. jiddie finds he wants to
return to the game. Inevitably as
the tension mounts, teacher and
pupil confront each other, the
arena being a nine-ball pool tournament.
J1f Tht. .rGolor,. of,,Money. is con·cerned with Felson's rediscovery
of self-awareness. As the _film

progresses we ·see the world of
pool through his eyes. Vince
reminds him of the man he once
was and through the developing
relationship of the two characters
the real Fast Eddie begins to
emerge, symbolised by his return
as a pool player. However, Newman's attempts at portraying this
regaining of confidence falls short
of the mark. His performance
shows no real change in attitude
or understanding. The only real
alteration we see in Felson is a'•
new pair of shades.
Even so, the film is sti ll entertaining. The combination of Tom
Cruise's ability to spi n pool cues
and Scorsese's brilliance in creating tension and atmosphere saves
The Colour of Money from certain
disaster. From the smoke filled
pool-rooms to the sophistication
of the top class tournaments,
Scorsese draws parallels while
also building up to the exciting
climax. The constantly moving
camera searches each scene from
every possible angle. That this
production finished ahead of
schedule and under budget illustrates Scorsese's talent as a director.
Unfortunately , The Color of
Money is still an unremarkable
film. While it is watchable, Scorsese seems to have submitted to
box-office pressure , most visible
in Newman's rapidly advancing
senility and a noticeable lack of
originality. The director's change
in attitude towards his work is
ironically best described by Fast
Eddie Felson's comment: "It ain't
about pool ... it's about money."
But perhaps lt is a good sign that
after the film ended I was desperate for a game of pool.

''We act on cue, and get richer and more fa• .ious. Tough on the top , isn ' t it?"

SCREE:\ SCE'.'iE
This will be the last edition of Screenscene this term I'm afraid , so
all you film-buffs keep your eyes peeled for the main films showing
during the hols.
.
Foremostly , Andrei Tarkovsky's highly acclaimed final
masterpiece The Sacrifice starts next Thursday at the Filrnhouse.
Meanwhile, The Mosquito Coast and The Name of the Rose coming soon to the Odeon - bring out possibly the best
performances of both Harrison Ford and Sean Connery to.date._
The trendy Cameo springs up another trendy and ongmal film
depicting a highly sexed female who's gotta have it in She's Gotta
Have It -enough said?!
Last but by no means least Channel Four continues its
contemporary season with No Surrender next Thursday , a brilliant
political farce on Northern Ireland.

RESLLTS
The win ners of our 'Gothic'
competition are:
Mairi Mc Doogle
Jane Wheelhouse
Alastair Dalton
Anjali Dholakia

:::ollect yo ur leech- infested fles~
md
hi deously
deformed
jwa rves at the Student office at
1.30 this Friday.

Adrian Searl
sonal characteristics of the individuals involved.
The most stunning and sensual
moments arise when the lovers
slip into each other's separate
sphere: Matlin dances exquisitely
by feeling sound vibration
through the floorboards; Hurt
spends time motionless in a swimming pool to experience the
alienating and absolute silence of
the deaf.
Communication, the most obvious barrier between the lovers, is
instrumental in bringing to the
surface more complex and deeprooted feelings concerning intimacy. The embittered and angry
Sarah uses deafness to retain individuality: she defies society by
refusing to learn to speak. Rather
than risk failure, Sarah would
rather perform menial tasks in an
isolated but safe environment.
James Leeds is also forced to reevaluate himself through the
. relationship. In his attempt to
bring Sarah out of her shell , the
teacher's inherent domineering
nature wants to control her in all
social situations. This pressure
ultimately forces disaster. He
must learn that we can never possess what we set freee.
Although the plot line is predictable , and we do sometimes
grow weary of Hurt's voice, Chi/dren of a Lesser God is sensitively
filmed. The cinematography is
excellent, and the acting is without parallel. Nominated for five
Academy Awards , this film effectively takes an expansive and
abstract topic and reduces it to the
form of a tender story·

"Yeah ... and don't forget to roll it all the way down."
communication, but also dissolve
CHILDREN OF A
their own psychological impediments to intimacy.
LESSER GOD
Academy Award winner Hurt
ABC
and newcomer Matlin exhibit
Dir: Randa Haines
dynamic acting; the fulcrum of the ·
An expression of true affection films rests on their strong personal
cannot be limited by any superfi- scenes. Matlin does not speak
cial boundaries: if a love is sincere, throughout the film, and Hurt
then all conflicts, both major and possesses nearly 90 per cent of the
·minor, can be overcome. This is dialogue. The movie would easily
the premise of Children ofa Lesser· have failed with a less captivating
God, a story of the relationship actor or a less expressive leading
between a deaf woman and her lady. Despite the severe (but
lover.
necessary) imbalance of script,
An unorthodox tutor who there is a unique equilibrium betspecialises in helping hearing- ween the two at all times.
impaired children to lip read and . Subtle contrasts, such as the
speak, James Leeds (William pervasiveness of music amidst the
Hurt) accepts a position at the quiet environment, mirror t he
Governor Kittredge School for main conflict of isolation and
the De~l. Leeds becomes fasci- expression. There is singing and
nated with Sarah' (Marlee Mat- dancing, Leeds listens to Bach
~n), an i,Qtellig~nt but profoundly and his house is decorated with
dejlf, i:l'iis~11dent1 who has with- music posters. For a film set in a
drawn frqin i;~1ety to work as a deaf school depicting the affair of
clea~g .:N.9.Jif,lan at the isolated a deaf woman, the underplay of
Children of Lesser God starts
iIJstituti.£n,J'h~ ~o ente~ a co~ sound not only serves to sym.plex and fragile relationship, bolise the difference between the running in two weeks time .
realising that they must not only worlds of noise and silence, but
overcome the physical barrier. of also the differences in the per-.
Graham Benton-

MEN
FlLMHOUSE
Dir: Doris Dorrie
Men is a funny , highly watchable
film. Doris Dorrie succinctly
delivers the plot, and with no more
than a brief introduction, swiftly
moves to her main interest: Men.
Julius Armburst and Stefan are
her guinea pigs and protagonists
and both serve well with some
intimate acting. Julius who is successful as a packaging designer ,
fami ly man and secretary-seducer
discovers that his wife lias taken a
lover; Stefan an unemployed
artist. Julius leaves his wife ,

throw-away laugh of "Police
Academy" etc. Every smile has a
rather pain ful overtone;
Dorrie explores men "in orde1
to get to the bottom of the .cus·
toms and habits of an undiscovered tri be" as she puts it. The
conclusion of the film is ve~
amusing but also slightly unnen··
ing. ls there a slight hint that a~
men are essentially naive and can
therefore easily swap roles? The
question is left hanging although.I
don 't think it's posed that sen·
ously , more of a tease than radical
feminism .
. lisb
A Germ an fi lm with Eng .
subtitles drrected by a femini~
may not stand out as one roputin

)

~ '
"No, I will not act in Rocky V!"
Paula, in a rage to go to a "conference". But instead he goes to
ground and manages to become
Stefan's flat-mate . He uses this
position to spy on the lovers but
more importantly he also trys to
adapt himself to Stefan's way of
life.
Dorrie's consistent humour
holds this film together. "Men" is
funny but does not produce the

·t1es a~
the diary But the sub!I 5aon
·
d you
large and bold an
']1Jt
.
them·
forget your rea d mg or is n~
gender of the d1rect ver tbl
stamped unignorably a11 ~o 0udl
film except that there are dr.;;J
women and lots of un 1
men . So take your GrannY·
A. CannYSptl

An Honest Man •

The US Consul General is America's chief representative i~ the State Department and,
directly before coming to Scot. Scotland. Ian Robertson went to talk to him about life lan_d , a period as the "liaison
0
~s a diplomat for the most powerful nation in the world. officer with the families of the
"An ambassador is an honest
an sent to lie abroad fo r the
mood of his country." So said Sir
~enry Walton , albeit with a
degree of immodesty, as he was
himself an ambassador of James
VI to Venice.
Armed with this pearl of wisdom (Penguin Dictionary of Quoiations , p. 247) , I set off to inte rview the A merica n Governme nt 's
representative in Scotland , the
Consul Ge ne ra l, Douglas H.
Jones.
This is a varied job which
eniai ls briefing the State Department on Sco ttish affa irs one day
and authorising visa applications
the next. The Consul General is
also spokesma n fo r American
commercial and milita ry interests ,
and
admini stration
policy.
Despite th is. the consulate has a
relatively small sta ff and the Consul Genera l admi ts that "most
American dea lings with Scotland
will effective ly go through London ".
The consul ate operates from a
graceful yet re lative ly modest
Georgian te rraced house in
Regent Terrace. It is very unlikely
1hat the Ambassador to the Court
of St James in London only has
one guard ( ex-Securicor) and a
secretary who receives visitors at
her desk in the hall. Nevertheless
1he Consul Ge neral seemed well
al home in hi s lounge-cum-office
and feels he is "treated like an
ambassador here" .
The phrase instantly conj ured
up images of lavish caviar receplions in ch andelie r-lit halls a nd
what "Yes , Minister" unkindly
called a "trotters in the trough"
social round o f receptions. The
Consul Gene ral agreed he had
been to some good parties and ,
although diplomatic concerning
lhe exact deta ils, conceded that
the person in his post "inherits a
position i_n Scottish society,
regard less of who he is whether
he is microceoha lic or a ~re tin " .

Mr Jones is clearly neither of
these , having gained a degree in ,
and taught , German and been
offered a Fellowship at Brown
University. During the Vietnam
War , he enlisted in the Air Force
and worked for military intelligence in Berlin. Following
demobbing he joined the Dip-

hostages in Beirut" .
. "The post has been described
oy my friend and successor in the
JOb , John Adamson , as 'being the
face m the faceless bureaucracy'.
. · . It was a harrowing experience to call people every day and
say we have nothing to tell you ."
The Co~sul General had nothing
but praise for the "intelligence
and fortitude " of the families and

seriously largely because of its
power. Because so much of
American popular culture is
exportable and honourable ,
people look at pop culture as a
reflection of the US . If people
here had a clear conception of the
American concern and sense of
global responsibility they would
not tend to get lost beyond the
superficialities."
What about Reagan quoting
Rambo?
"Politicians the world over say
many things for political reasons
and ought to be criticised on
behaviou r and not what they say
for domestic consumpt ion . Given
the situation , people have to look
at what is really going on."
It was a lot easier to accept this
argument in the interview but during the last month people have
been looking closely at what has
really been going on. President
Reagan claims not to know what

''Politicians the world over say many things for political
reasons and ought to be criticised on behaviour and not
what they say for domestic consumption."

Douglas Jones, sampling a
lomatic Service and was posted to
Israel in the aftermath of the Yorn
Kippur War. This was a "headturning experience" as he was in
"contact with the flow of inform ation", acti ng as a courier and taking notes at meetings.
After this there followed a consul ar post in Athens , various jobs

by Sikorski and Boeing winning
the early warning contract.
The Co nsul General dismissed
this argument as "havi ng a certain
appeal to a kind of paranoia .
While we have a special relat ionship , we [the Americans) can not
take too much for granted. There
are differe nces of opinion between Britain and America on
commercial affairs, the nature of
defence and East-West dialogue.
" In the case of Labour's commitment as regards de fence , I do
not feel it was inappropriate for
the US Ambassador and Casper
Weinberger to at least mention
the US interest in this question taste of Scottish culture.
British newspapers admitted that
friends of those held.
we need,not remain silent for fear
Mr Jones has been Consul Gen- of interfering in British affairs.
eral for six months now. Sir This is take n slightly beyond the
Thomas Walton talked about an domestic level! "
ambassador going "abroad" ; but
Speaking about the picture he
there must be doubt about the dis- had got of America from Scottinction between large areas of land , the Consul General said:
America and Scottish life. A large "There is an image here of the US
section of the British population being a fa irly frivolou s place taken

Passage·· to India
This week Travel Bug goes to India where Anjali
Dholakia sampled some Eastern culture ...

_Perhaps the most important
thing to decide if you want to go to
[nd~a is where you are going to go.
l"nd1a is a vast country and more
1ke a lot of smaller countries ,
each with a different language ,
culture and climate, stuck
together.
. Another important thing to do
is to make sure that you have
somewhere to go before you get
there. Don't just arrive and
expect to find somewhere to stay
as this can be very difficult. Indian
People are very hospitable so ilf
You have any Indian friends g_o
:nd stay with them . Not only will
his save you monev but they will

• •

must now grab a hamburger
before sitti ng down to watch
" Dynasty" in their boxer-shorts
and 501s. Perhaps all we need are
an octogenarian Prime Minister
and adverts for haemorrhoids on
TV to be more American than the
Americans.
Indeed, while it takes months of
"area training" in preparation for
diplomatic work in China, Chi le
or Chad , the Consul General said
his on ly training for Scotland was
watching "Local Hero" on video .
On a less superficial level ,
which perhaps the superficiality
merely reflects, there has been
much talk recently of Britain
becoming the 51st State, that is
under a very high degree of ·
American influence and some
might say control. Examples cited
are American bases in Britain and
authorisation given for bombing
raids from them on Libya , the
takeover of Westland helicopters

foreign tourists.
Bombay has lots of things to see
but you may find just being there
is enough without going out of
your way to go sightseeing. The
Gateway of India is worth a visit.
it overlooks the sea and was given
to the city by George and Mary
whef! they were Prince and Prin-

jay Gandhi Natural Park which , if
you get the chance , is also
interesting.
Bombay is a very cosmopolitan
city and this is reflected in a wide
range of shops and restaurants ,
and you can get almost any type of
food.
Shoppi ng in Bombay is an

probably be deeply offend.ed if
you don't.
The best time to go to India
depends again on where you a re
going. As a general rule winte r is
usually the best time. It will be
cooler than the summer but quite
hot enough for all those who fancy
a posey winter suntan. You will
also avoid the summer monsoons
which bring their intense humidity
and make travelling difficult and
uncomfortable.
Bombay, on the north-west
coast is the commercial and
finan~ial capital of the country.
The most noticeable thing that
struck me as I stepped out of the
plane was the heat and the smell . ,
You will probably notice a contrast bet~een all the luxury and
the apparent poverty that . will
stri ke you as soon as you step out
of the airport. The airport 1s one
of the favourite and most lucrative Heat, dust and exhaustion: aspects of the "real India".
places for the city's beggars. But
cess of Wales. From under the experience. There are several
don't be fooled , many of thes~
Gateway you can ~e t a boat and shops which cater especially for
people are just earning a living ,
go and see the fa mous E lephants' tourists and sell things like handicand a very good one at that , by
Caves. Outside the city 1s the San- rafts and jewellery at reasonable
appealing to the consciences of

has been going on and most
oeople believe him.
Douglas Jones would seem to
be from a more liberal tradition
than the presenr incumbents 'bf
the White House, hoWe\ier, this is
not to say he wants to become an
honorary European.
"There is an occupational disease in diplomacy called '' clientitis' . Where a diplomat has been
in a country there is a tendency to
adopt local points of view. lt
becomes noticeable that you are
more Scottish than the Scots.
Ame rican 'interests >v may lie
1
e lsewhere. "
So is the Consul General an
"honest man sent to lie abroad for
the good of his country"?
Whether he is honest or not is not
something that could be judged
from an hour-long conversation,
he certainly seemed open,
friendly and approachable, not
burdened by any of Ille excessive
"gravitas" that affliltrt some British
civil servants.
'

prices. There are also other places
such as Linking Road in Baidra
(an outer suburb of Bombay)
which sells cheap clothing.
Never appear too interested in
something; walk past what you
want to buy and then send your
fri end back to bargain. It's fa tal if
the traders realise you want something, as the price doubled
immedi ately.
If you have the chance , it is
worth going out of the city to
experience more of the "real
India" . Even outside the city
almost everyone speaks English,
so you should have no comi_nunication problems. Once again try
and find somewhere to stay before
you leave. Indian Airlines, the
internal airline , is very cheap and
provides a comprehensive service
all over the country. Alternatively
you could travel on some of
India's famous steam, trains and
many people c9me to \~e country
i115t to do this.
,1 ,,
Wherever you deci°<f~ to go it is
a country I'would certainly recommend going t'o . If yoll do , be prepared for a "cultu'ie' shock,,' but
also the exper1"en'ce ora lfetime.
"
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War against War
,The Richard Demarco Gallery is about to undergo a was an enraptured spectator at the
•
,.
first International Festival, he has
m~JOr trans1ormation, extending its horizons beyond been deeply involved in the art
bemg merely a gallery for art. Andrew Clouston spoke to scene in Edinburgh and abroad.
the man himself.
.,After leaving school, he studied at

This year the Richard Demarco
Gallery comes of age. It is entering an exciting era in its eventful
history and is about to put new life
into the world of art. The man
behind it alljs Richard Demarco,
Edinburgh 's most successful art
impresario who has led the way in
creating a forum for international
contemporary art. He knows his
business well and has made a
name for himself throughout the
world .
At the moment the gallery is
beginning to take root in its new
permanent home , a former
Blackfriars Street church, just off
the Royal Miie. Demarco has big
plans for the future of the gallery ,
which at the moment requires a
lot of restoration work. He
intends to create a multi-purpose ,
internaiional
communkations
centre ,... movjng away from the
conventional image of a gallery
and making the place much more
exciting. The gallery will be able,

for the first time , to line up the
original
Italian
Renaissance
meaning of a "galleria" - a place
for people to gather to enjoy art
and good "conversazione". It will
therefore become a theatre , art
gallery , museum , library , meeting
place, conference centre, and
somewhere to enjoy good food
and drink in pleasant surroundings - in every sense a "galleria"
extending the quality of life on
Blackfriars Street.
However , it has taken time for
the gallery to get where it is today
and to build its good reputation in
the international art world. The
gallery had its origins in Edinburgh's Traverse Theatre Club,
with which its founders were
closely connected. In fact, it was
originally called the Traverse Gallery and was situated above the
theatre down in the Lawnmarket.
From these humble beginnings,
the gallery moved on to five more
locations , before finally coming to
rest
in
Blackfriars
Street.
Demarco has at last found a permanent home for his gallery - a
reward , perhaps , for his boundless optimism and missionary-like
zeal.
Ricky , as he is known to his
friends , is 57 this year and reckons
that he is possibly the longest surviving director of any arts institution or organisation in Scotland.
Ever since the age of 17, when he

enthusiasm to othe_rs, bringing
people's souls to the surface
changing and sharing their lives'.
He is a very charismatic and
loquacious character, full of the

val's energy into the Oth
weeks of the year betweener 49
vals. Dem arco is certainly heresi1.
the city to become a rno P1ng
. , "E uropean"re c0s·
mopo I1tan
international centre for the ar and
One other battle that he· fls.
1
ing is a financial one. Ther~~s &h1. 1
of work that has to be do aill
have the new gallery ready 1ne ~
1988 Festival , and a lot of ~rt~
is needed to do this. As it Willo~q
multi-purpose
art
centr 1 J
Demarco hopes that this will e,
.
b
entf
. .
t Ie b1m to e e11g1ble for perform.
mg arts and literature fundin
well as visual arts funding. g, ~
H e is in the process of negor
tions with the local council and t~;
Scottish
Arts
and is hop
.
. Council,
.
mg to receive a realistic grant f
the next year (aren't we al~

I
j

Richard Demarco:
enthusiasm.

"bursting . with

the Edinburgh College of Art and
then went on to receive his Arts
Master at the Duns Scotus
Academy (here in Edinburgh).
He was a teacher for a few years
before becoming the full-time
<lirector of the Richard Demarco
Art Gallery.
Ricky Demarco is what is commonly known as a "real character" - a larger-than-life personality who , on first meeting, can
make you feel totally at ease ,
treating you like an old friend.
This entrepreneur of the arts is
bursting
with
energy
and
enthusiasm and seems capable of
anything. Moreover, he has this
of
transmitting
his
ability

energy

and

love of life and rich in humour .
Demarco has travelled all over
the world on his crusade to bring
about international awareness
and understanding. He says that
he is fighting a war against war
and that all the people who
appreciate art are his army. Many
of his exhibitions are by foreign
artists that he has discovered on
·his travels. Indeed, the main aim
of setting up the gallery , all those
years ago, was to bring the best of
international contemporary art to
Scotland, substituting today for
yesterday in Edinburgh 's aesthetic awareness. It was also created
for the express purpose of helping
to extend the Edinburgh Festi-

. However , even with "his 011
financial problems, Demarco h~
bee n able to give up some of h'
valuable · time to help 0 n
AIESEC, _the Un iversity Intern:
t1onal Business Society. In fact ht
has supported the University in
many ways over the last 20 yean
and has been much involved with
the local community. He intends
to stand for Rector again next
time around and is hoping that it
will indeed be third time lucky.
So now that the man behind the
myth has been revealed, you are
invited to amble down to Blackfriars Street sometime and see what
you think for yourself. There is a
new exhibition opening today and
I'm sure Ricky Demarco would be
delighted if you went down and
exposed yourself to culture .

ftie other Edinburgh
In 1981 the tensions caused by
drugs
users
within
the
Unemployed Group showed the
need {or more specialised he lp . A
support group was set up to advise
addicts , and their relatives and
gap. "
friends. These were the initi al
But inadequate housing is not
stages of SHAD A (Support , Help
the only difficulty the residents
and Advice for Drug Addiction) ,
have to face. Lack of local
founded by Heather Bl ack. Many
facilities such as play areas' or
of SHADA's 'clients ' are in the
youth clubs, along with over 40%
16-24 year old age group. The
youth
unemployment ,
have
group has around 50-60 'contacts'
almost certainly contributed to
per week with drug users ; some
calling o nly once a week , some
dropping in nearly every day.
music ...
"School hasn 't informed them
about the da ngers of experimenting with drugs ," a SHADA counsellor told me , "nor has it prepared them for a trapped life on
the dole . There is simply nothing
for young people to do at night
here except get drunk or stoned,
and there are crisis centres for
them to turn to when it gets too
much for them."
SHAD A opens at 8.30 am but ,
due to lack of funding , it is forced
to close at 10.30 am, well before
most pub life gets going. The
centre did receive approximately
£40 ,000 per annum from the Scottish Office, but it was always stressed that this was never intended as
a permanent allowance. This
year , only existing projects
financed , and then the centre is to
be reassessed with a view to maintaining it for just three more
years.
A taste of life in the other Edinburgh.
"The Government seem to
widespread drug and alcohol approached by heroin dealers. think that SHADA should have
abuse and a frighteningly high Another
familiar
sight
to solved the area's drug problem
level ot Juvenile crime.
Muirhouse residents are the steel already." The counsellor conMany households have suffered doors fitted on vacant flats. These tinued, "they don't seem to realise
break-ins or damage . In West Pil- are to prevent junkies stealing that drug addiction is just one
lon, the twenty-two storey Mar- metal goods from inside the flats aspect of the Muirhouse situation."
tello Court complex, known Joe- to sell for scrap.

Most students don't know where Muirhouse is. For
18,000 residents and a handful of students, it's a way of
life. Rosie Cowen went to see.
Where do you live?
A Pollock room, perhaps , or a
University flat? Maybe you're in a
student house in Morningside , or
you share accommodation in Marchmont?
Or
Muirhouse?
Muirhouse?
For most Edinburgh University
students, Muirhouse is either nonexistent or the terminus of a
never-travelled bus route. For
many of the 18,000 residents ,
among them a handful of students
it's the next stop to problems.
Tucked away in the north-west
corner of Edinburgh , the sprawling Muirhouse/West Pillon estate
is about three miles from Princes
Street and about a million miles
from OK Yah-land and Festival
City. Last week , I went to the area
to see how bad the situation really
is.
Despite the 1982 urban renewal
project carried out on some of
West Pilton's pre-War terraces ,
housing problems are still very
much in evidence. Many of the
flats have boarded up windows
and doors. Broken glass is
everywhere. The dingy, graffitiridden walls say it all. Inside, conditions are often appalling, with
obvious damp and mould.
Ground floor residents complained of rats while many of the
other flats had mice . One student
I spoke to had recently bought a
cat chiefly to keep mice away. He
also claimed that when he'd first
moved into the block several
structural faults were apparent.
; ·one section of the living room
wall did not meet the ceiling," he
said, "and so I had to plaster the

ally as the infamous 'Terror
Tower', was so ld to private contractors in 1982 , largely because
of the uncontrollable crime rate
there. Barbed wire and television
monitors now keep the rest of the
estate out.
.
Muirhouse is awash with drug
addicts and small-time dealers.
Many addicts turn to drug dealing
or prostitution in order to finance
their habit. The students I talked
to there had a ll frequently been·

In recent years , a more highlj
publicised crisis has hit Muirhouse
- AIDS. A drugs clamp-down
campaign by local police in 1984
has made it increasingly difficult
for drug addicts to obtain clean
syringes. Some began to abuse
prescribed drugs while othe~
shared syringes and became
infected with the deadly AIDI
virus. It has now become common
practice at the local health centre
for doctors to hand out clean syn·
ringes in a desperate attempt 10
control the spread of the disease.
It has been estimated that 51%
of the _200-plus drug users in thr
Muirhouse area have AIDS.
tho ugh·the SHAD A counsellor 1
spoke to put this figure as highdal
3
80%. This has, of course, addeA,
new dimension to SHAD ~
work . It tries to provide individua
· · s bu!
counse lling for AIDS v1cum ft
there are simply not enough sta
to cope.
fan
Despite· the beginnings 0
increase in public awarene;:;
Muirhouse 's problems are
from over.
Edin·
"There are really" two "the
burghs " said the counsellor, h
. ,
.
. t wn and t e
tounsty, umvers1ty o •
le
trashy forgotten bits. Most peoP,.
only ever seen one or the o~e:re
Many parts of Mulfhou ur h's
extreme examples of Edinb fyppovetry. But the area is no~ ~din·
ical of Britain nor indeed 0 cit{S
burgh. Up to a fifth of this able
population live in comha~ost
conditions. And , al~houg share
students cannot claim r·ke the
their position , a few do .. ~o resi·
other Muirhouse/West Pill "'en
·
·1Y have
""
dents, this mmon
h"ch
1 are
hardest hit by the cuts w. ·tyof
gradually affecting the maJOfl
students.

~E~}~ttfil~~~~~ro£~g~!~i,,~0,

Cross Country Club championships took place last
Wednesday on the Braid
Hills, attracting the creme de
I creme of the Hare and
a
ds Club
Houn
·

ahead of his captain, Sir Russel
Boyd . Such a feat is surely
immoral ... you don't beat your
captain m the club championships
and the.n expect to be offered an
alcoholic reward in the ·bar after
the event!

Conditions were not perfect.
Many of the competitors were suffering from an acute bout of
exhaustion before the race had
even begun , due to a torturous
two mile crawl from the depths of
Kings Buildings to the lofty
heights of the Braid Hills golf
course. The wind howled and the
butterflies congregated in the
stomachs of each and every competitor ... who would win the club
champs? Who wou ld thus be
acclaimed the best runner of the
year? Would it be the captain?
Perhaps the vice-captain? (though
he never runs due to an unknown
but very prolonged injury).
Would their be an upset? More to
the point, would anybody succeed
in completing the gruelling, mudsplattered course? But did anybody care?

The strain of running week in,
week out, combined with the
effects of a recent ailment , were
the influential factors which left
our godlike captain to occupy the
third position instead of the top
pedastal. Much to his relief, he
managed to curb the enthusiasm
of Neil "I'm running up that hill"
Wallace, but only by a mere four
seconds. Otherwise, there were

No whistle or gun was
employed to start the race. Such
technical implements are so unreiiable. No , instead it was decided
that a rousing cry of - "Go!" would suffice in releasing the
twenty or so highly tuned athletes
on their epic journey up and
Charlotte McFaddon. winner of
down , down and up , .. . up and
no surprises: no one was left dying
down the Braid Hills.
on the course; no one collided
There was controversy within with a female on horseback; (not
seconds of the start, for Chris Set- an unusual occurrence on Braid
tle had seemingly stalled on the Hills!) and no one was chased by a
grid in true " Mansell" style. Igni- stray dog . . . and more to the
tion problems? ·Engine failure? point, no one even attempted to
Burst tyre? Someone forgot the trample a frightened and underpetrol ? ... No , his stuttered start sized canine specimen.
was due to none of these reasons.
There is nothing sexist about
It is rumoured that Mr Settle the Hare and Hounds , for the
encountered temporary technical female race incorporated the
probl ems ... his glasses fell off.
same route, and therefore was run'
Meanwh ile the other com- over the same distance as the
mens. What ismore, the eventual
petitors had disappeared over the
horizon and into the unknown. It winner-Charlotte McFaddonwas not too far behind some of the
was of no surprise to see Dave
male tail-enders. Finishing in a
Arnott finish at the head of the
time of20 minutes 57 seconds. she
field in a swift time of 16 minutes
l8 seconds without really over had by far the most elegant style
exerting him self. The surprise of those participating in this
windswept , mudswept, annual
package of the race was the imprefestive occasion. Braid Hills now
ssive running of Jon "/ get better
enjoy a rest from the constant barWtth every race" Wright, who

Roundabout
Yes, it's happened again.
As Mr Keegan, my perceptive
team-mate from last week,
remarked, it is only when the
squash team has duff results
that Carl wants a squash
report!
Last Wednesday, the venturesome Uni first team took a somewhat roundabout route to Dunfermline to play against a side we
had narrowly defeated last year.
(The " roundabout" route was due
to The Shark's inability to drive
and conduct polite conversation
With that well-known intellectual
and wit, Kevin Hart.)
Dunfermline have a supporters'
club. This somewhat
rare
Phenomenon consists of three
elderly, very respectable gentlemen who wrap up well to dodder
across to the club on a Wednesday
evening. At suitable pauses in the
Pro.ceedings, they bang the flat of
their right hands simultaneously
down on the balcony wall , causing
a reverberation similar to that
resulting from the impact of
. With ·this somewhiit 'intimidating backd rop ; we got down to
Work.

Paul Jenkins displayed remarkable theatrical sense yet again in
timing his match to perfection.
Magnanimously throwing the first
two games 9-0, 9-0, he then proceeded to go up a number of gears
to win the last three games 10-8, 91, 9-1. However, subsequently he
is likely to be banned from the
team due to his excessive exuberance shown when Wales beat
England this Saturday. Shame!
The Shark had one of his more
varied nights. He was 0-2 down ,
then came back to 2-2 before succumbing in the fifth. All was not
lost as a result, as he was so angry
at losing he told one of the opposition that if he expletive well
wouldn't mark a match , he might
lose his temper. D. Rutherford
Esq. acquiesced, but unfortunately this co-operative attitude
did not extend to his match.
Paul Jeffrey, at one for the Uni,
cruised co a 3-0 lead in the first
game, and you could almost hear
the thoughts which were going
through his mind from the· balcony. "Who is this bloke - he's
rubbish." Rutherford then pro. ceeded to show who was rubbish
by allowing him only one more
point in the entire match!

a few months .
As a postscript , the Hairies
attempted to defend their title at
Durham Cathedral Relay Race on
S~turday afternoon. Just as Scotland were narrowly defeated i·n
Paris , and just as Wales were marginally outpunched at Cardiff by
the English no-hopers , so the University team failed in their bid to
retain the title at Durham.

But unlike "Bonecrusher"
Smith , (the first ballet dancer to
grace the floor of a boxing ring in
a world title fight . . .at least in
Vegas) who barely threw a punch
against his opponent, the Haries

Table Toppers
As the end of term looms sities Tournament which was
the University Table Tenni~ being held at warwick the same
Several of the leading Scot.Club has been going through day.
tish players were thus creamed off
a bit of a purple patch of late, - including the whole tleriotand has contributed not one Watt contingent. J .D. was also
but two trophies to the swag suspected of having had a hand in
the mysterious explosion which
shelves of the Sports Union.
Two weeks ago we sent two
teams to St. Andrews for the Scottish Universities Team Shield,
and the 'A' team deservedly
triumphed 6-4 over the home side
in a tense and hard fought final.
We knew from that the start that
Ivan "the Terrible'" Smith was
likely to win his three matches for
St. Andrews, so it was vital that
nobody dropped a match against
either of the other two players.
The crunch came at 5-3 to Edinburgh, with the clash of the two
captains, but not even the home
side's sluggish and ominously rabble of supporters (the ladies hockey team) could prevent an admittedly flu-ridden Mark White from
succumbing 21-19, 21-12 to our
John Orsmden. This put the
match out of St. Andrews reach
and ensured that we didn' t have to
face the dreaded Smith for the
final two matches.

this year's club championsh_ips
were at least fully cc,mmitted in
their attempt to become the
centre of attraction for the second
successive year. But alas, they
were just not good enough.

Peter Carroll, promoted to the
first team after his recent exploits
against the powerful Heriot-Watters and bronze "medal " in the
Scottish Universities Individual
Championships, recovered well to
take two of this three matches in
the final. Earlier in the day, however , he had repaid his selection

incapacitated the Strathclyde
team's van on the morning of the
tournament, leading to their
untimely last minute withdrawal.

St. Andrews proved game losers and perfect hosts, and afterwards they generously took us on
a tourof the town·s hot spot.
Further proof that University
table tennis has greatly improved
under the expert guidance of
coach Bert Kerr was provided last
Sunday when the club's "youth
policy" at last bore fruit, with
Martin Jack takirur the Divisoii 3
title l"n rhe ilivisioi\al championships at Meadowbank. Steve Kirk
also performed w II t6 be runnerup in the or{;Mon s champion· ship.
UI ~llJ
'
However;'ft \(/;\~Hot pats on the
head and gold stars all round as
the first team found when they
recorded yet anothedparkling 54 Clefeat ir1DIV'isi61l2of the Edinburgh and Lothia~·~ League later
0

Marc Streit, Pakit Hyman ,
Russel Boyd, Alan Smith , Ian
Harkness, and Dave Arnott were
the noble members of the 'A'
team who finished in 9th position.
Alas , Callum Henderson had
commitments at a wedding, and
so could not record his customary
race winning time , and it was left
to the 'B' team to receive the
greatest praise for their admi rable
15th place. I am afraid to add that
Jon "Will I ever stop getting better
with every race? " Wright, ran yet
another storming leg .. in fact he
had to run two legs for the 'B'
team ... next year he will probably run all six!
Carl Marston
In the battle of the !lower movers, Kevin Hart was marginally
slower to the front of the court
than his opponent, and consequently lost 1-3. Graeme Sellar,
the number two, played very
steadily, and lost by the narrowest
of margins , going down in the
final game. The Glaswegian
Great (or the Uddingston Ulcer as
he's sometimes known) was
defeated by an extremely canny,
somewhat unscrupulous gelcovered opponent who dived
illegally around the court. Sour
grapes?-definitely!
John Toshack

Ping-pongers Scott Davidson, John Ormsden and Peter Carroll with the
spoils from St. Andrews. Pie. and next round: Paul Hutton.
Photo: Paul Hutton
by losing all his matches in what
turned out to be a very sticky
semi-final against a tenacious
Edinburgh 'B'. The hour of 12.30
pm was obviously far too early for
him and he was lucky his team
mates did enough to scrape the
match 6-4.

that week. The heady days of
championship shields and individual titles are now passed , and it
remains to be seen whether the
team will avoid relegation this
season.

If you want Table Tennis coaching come to our rooms on WednesSpecial thanks must go to J . D. days (4-6) or to the Upper Trust
"Jim'll fix it" Whitelaw , who skil- Hall on Fridays (4-6). The club
fully organised the tournament to also has practises on Sunday (occacoincide with the British Univer- sionally).

Inter-University Sportstars
Some of you will remember that
the University sportstars competition was held two weeks ago. This
·year
the
Inter-university
Sportstars competition was held in
Aberdeen with the format slightly
changed, requiring 8 competitors
from each University instead of 4.
The top 8 competitors from
Edinburgh's Sportstars event gallantly crawled up to Teviot to meet
at 6.30 am last Sunday. We had
two small cars and the likes of
Richard McCallum to squeeze in.
After a :ong drive to Aberdeen,
only made interesting by hurling

abuse at the Stirling minubus
stuck at the roadside, we arrived
at Kings Pavilion, Aberdeen for
the 9.30 am start. For each of the
following 8 events 6 competitors
from each University had to take
part: Running, Squash, Badminton, Swimming, Archery, Hockey,
Basketball and Gym Tests.
It was an ' enjoyable day with
mixed results and a few problems
with the racquet sports -7 all the
women ended up playing men
instead of each other. You can
guess the results! Well, after hold-

ing the trophy for 4 years, unfortunately Edinburgh was just overtaken by Aberdeen this year and we
came second in the team event.
The winner of the Men's Individual was Angus Henderson
(Aberdeen) and of the Women's
Jackie IrviJle (Aberdeen). Jennie
Carlto.n came second and Craig
Stewart fourth and the team as a
·whole were pleased to come second, helped by good performance
from George Campbell, Mark
Eccleston, Richard McCallum,
Chris Day, Nicky Ramsay and
Stephanie Thompson.

..'goes senile

• •
This week, Groundling paid a dears remarked to me. "I'm so
visit to an old people's home. It .: glad they're not niggers or Jews."
must be admitted at the outset that · - This comment set the form for
Groundling is hardly the best per- the day. On the other side of the
son for this assignment. To be hon- lounge a man was complaining
.est, I absolutely loathe old people. about South African oranges. A
But who doesn' t? of course, we all radical, I thought, completely failsay we like them, but we don't .. ing to anticipate the cause of his
They're horrible and smelly and · concern: "I'm not eating these,
incontinent and senile, and they've they've had dirty black hands all.
all got false teeth. If you don't over them!"
I decided to ask Doris, the
think so, go to an old people's
home. you'll soon change your liveliest of those present, what she
thought of students. Her reply was
mind.
The home I visited was privately swift and predictably condemnatrun. It is to be hoped that similar ory:
"Students? Well, these stuinstitutions are not maintained at ·
the taxpayer's expense. The home dents, what they do sit around,
·is housed in a block three stories and they study sociology, and they
high; the most senile of its inmates grow beards!" The last of these
iilhabit the top Door, and as one misdemeanours, felt Doris, was
proceeds downstairs the old folk the most scandalous. "You put
become relatively more compos- that in your paper," she said, nodmentis. Relatively, however, is the ding insistently whilst prodding
apposite word. Venturing into the me with her stick.
"I
thought
they
grew
first Door lounge I encountered an
atmosphere both bizarre and marajuana," said Arthur, her
companion. But before I could
banal.
Lined up against the wall was a respond to his inquiry a pompous
row of bedraggled and useless voice was heard bellowing in the
octogenarians most of them con- background.
"Students? What I say is, string
fined to wheelchairs. They were
playing cards, assisted by a group 'em up!" This voice, it soon transpired, belong to an inmate known
of local schoolgirls.
"Lovely girls!" one of the old to his fellows as "Sir" John. He

was suffering from delusions of they ought to love it. Hence their
grandeur on account of once hav- sarcasm was conveyed in tones of
ing met Prince Phillip. By profes- living tenderness: when the 87
.sion, however, he was a toilet year old Mabel asked the nurse · ·
.
. what she was going to do for the
cleaner.
At 3 o'clock it was announced rest of the day, the nurse replied .
that a sing-song was to take place.
"Well dear. First you're going
Not wishing to listen to the occup- to play cards. Then you're going to
ants of an Edinburgh old people's have tea: then you're going to bed.
home sing "Maybe it's because I'm . Then you're going to wet the bed,
a ~ondonder" - which , for some and I'm going to come in and
wring your neck. OK?"
"Yes nurse,"' replied Mabel
miserably. The inmates on the second and third Doors had only two
pastimes: dribbling and fiddling.
If they were not spewing saliva
down their fronts they were fiddling with things: packs of caramels,
the TV remote control, or themselves.
However,
to
the
meaninglessness of their existence
they were entirely oblivious. The
was due to their senility.
Seth, for instance, was senile.
Having deserted the army in 1915
unknown reason, they were forced he believed the government was
to do - I decided to venture still out to get him. He repeatedly
.upstairs.
made me swear to secrecy, and
The daily routine on Doors 2 and apologised for the fact that he had
3 was dominated by two mighty to pass under an assumed name.
spectes - incontinence and senilAs for incontinence, 'the nurses
ity. These provoked considerable seem to believe they- could avoid
irritation in the staff, who trouble at night by forcing the
appeared to hate their job but felt issue, literally, before bed time.

So, at one end of the domitor
helples~ incontinent by the nam: ~
Bri~. lay on top ?f his bed-pan
strammg and pantmg, as a nu ·
stood over him· and shouted . :
orders:
"Shit! ShiH I want a shit right
now! If you don't give nurse poo..
poos I'll send you off to talk 1
Seth!" Brian passed out. I fel~
compelled to leave this undignified
.spectacle and return downstairs
Back in the first Door lounge 0 ~
of the schoolgirls was leading a dis~
cus~ion on th_ewor,ld 's problems, to
which each mmate was invited to
offer his or her solution
"Euthanasia!"' shouted one.
·
Before I could voice assent it trans.
pired that his meant the repatria.
tion of young blacks who were
"doing all the muggins." Another
suggested that the ~orld 's popula.
lion was too high. It has to be con.
ceded that none of this limp and
haggarded gathering was like to
increase it.
I left them talking about the
world's problems. The question
that occurred to me, however, was
what to do about old people. What
to do about Seth? About Brian?
Abour Sir John?
Well, I couldn 't help thinking to
myself, what I say is, "String 'em

0

up!"
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ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE
For Edinburgh University
students only.
Listings with reference numbers can be followed up by
going to the Student Accommodation Service at 30
Buccleuch Place.
NEWTOWN/
STOCKBRIDGE

e

Single room available in Marchmont
Road. Vacant now. £ 100per month. Ref
no 109.
Single room available in Morrison
Street. Vacant on the 24t h March.
£93 .33 per month . Ref no 111.
Single room available in Buccleuch
Terrace. Vacant from 25th March until
Jun e. £100 per mo nth . Ref no 112.

ACROSS

1

I

I. Trevor sounds right (6)
4. Woman with an honours
degree- don't catch it! (6)
7. Rearrange the Dome (4)
8. Come together and trick the
edge (8)
9. Defensive wall against a
whole sheep (7)
12. Tell Sid this one's easy! (3)
14. Start with alcohol in it (6)
15. He can afford an oversized
toupee (6)
16. Link this sartorial phallic substitute (3)
18. Redo net drive - it's clear!
(7)
22. This is qujte differerit (8)
23. Drill a hole into a dull fool ( 4)
24. Ingratiating request contains
a rent agreement (6)
25. Often united, but altered in a
film (6)

e

,.

Answers?
•

See page 5

DOWN
1. Ejaculate approximately (4,
5)
2. Take the last of the summer
stuff and let it mature (5, 4) .
3. Go over it again, including
the headpiece (5)
4. Under 18 and subsequently
not very important (5)
6. Canine with an honours
degree, spouting his beliefs

(5)
10. Turn a mine into a French
11.

12.

13.
17.
19.
20.
21.

river (5)
Add tea to this alcoholic
drink to make a piece of rope
(5)
Leave , and deprive yourself
(2, 7)
Missing one of the five senses
(9)
Lip me -.I'll force you (5)
Ron Butlin likes this sound
(5)
Wear can the answer be? (5)
Another honours degree ,
par: of a deep sleep (4)

MISCELLANEOUS
For sale: Black leather jacket , large.

good condition. suit apprent ice pun k or
bike r. £30 Phone Tom 447 931 1.
CASS IS: New club invites you to their

disco on Saturda y or ja1..zon Thu r!'.ldayor
drinki ng till 2 am any night! Corner of
Abercrombie Place , 8 Nelson Street.

Vacant now . £100 per month Ref no.

133.
Vacancy for I or 2 males or females, JO
Caledonian Road . Vacan t now. £100 pe r
month . Re f no. 086.
Vacancy for 2 males or females in shared
room, 64 Merchiston Avenue. Vacant
now. £80 each per mo nth . Ref no. 137.
Single room available 172 Dairy Road .
Vaca nt now£60 per month . Ref no. 099 .
.
\
Easter in London. Rooms available from
£24 per week. For furthe r details contact
Student Accommodation Service. 15
Single room available in Montpelier
Princes Gardens . Imperial College o f
Park. Vacant now. £85 per mo nth . Ref . Science a nd Technology. London SW7.
no 120.
Tel OJ 589 5 1I1 ex t 3602.
Female wanted for single room in Nicol·
Summer in London. Rooms available
son Slreel. Vacant on 1st April. £80. 10
fro'!' Wth July until the 18th September. .
per month. Ref no 121.
Minimum stay one month. For reg1s-

Single room available in Sciennes. Vac·
ant on 20th March. £80.20 per month.
Ref no 116.
Single room available in Goldenacre.
Vaca nt on 6th March . £136 per month .
Ref no 11 8.
Postgraduate or undergraduate male
wanted for si ngle room in Sciennes.
£80.20 per mo nth . Vacant on !st April.
Ref no 119.

!

I

tere d students on ly. Contact the Accommodatio n Office. Queen Mary College.
Mile End Road, Lo ndon. O r con tact 01
9804811 ext3!09.
Self-catering
flats
a\•ailable
in
Edinburgh during summ er. Contact the
Student
Acco mmoda ti o n
Service.
Vacation Bookings. 30 Buccleuch Place.
Tel 0316670 15 1.

Single rooms available for 3 females in
Merchiston Cresce nt . Vacant on 15
ma rch. £108 pe r month . Ref no. 125.
Single room available 8/4 Blacket
Avenue. Vacant now £80.15 per mo nth .
Ref no. 127.
3 single and 4 shared rooms available 52
Polwarth Gardens. Vacant now. £120
per month Ref no. 129.
Single room available 49 Pilton Place.

Fully furnished first floor flat
avai lable immediately. Large
hall , lounge. 3 bedrooms , li ving/
room/kitchen and bathroom.
Can sleep up to six . Full gas cent·
ral heating and telephone. £500
per month . Tel 337 9494 (office)
or 332 5524 (evenings).

SCRIBBLE PAD

Ref no 115 .
Non·smoking male wanted to share
room in Blacket Avenue. Vacant now.
£80 per month . Ref no 100.

new Town . Phone Mike 557 1998.
For Sale: Brown Fedora Lincoln Ben·
ne tt 9 Co. Size 7'/4 c. 1940 as new com·
plcte with hat box. offers ove r £20. Nick
o r Will 6-8 pm 225 5182.
[As worn by Indiana Jones].
Race to Paris: Hitch-hi ke forc harityon I
May. Prizes for winners cg free return
travel. Accommodation being arranged.
Come to the stall in the Student Centre
on Friday or ring Nick 666 2834.

Student's classified section is a free
service to readers. We welcome
accommodation, ''for sale" and
other small adverts. Adverts
should be kept to a maximum of 30
words and may be handed into the
Student office (first Door, 48 Plea·
sance) or placed in the red Stud~nt
collection boxes in the Teviot
foyer Mandela centre Union Shop
and i~ A&M Reid grocers in the
KB Ceµtre . .
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